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Abstract

Cameras are powerful sensors for robotic navigation as they provide high-resolution
environment information (color, shape, texture, etc.), while being lightweight, low-
power, and inexpensive. Exploiting such sensor data for navigation tasks typically
falls into the realm of monocular simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM),
where both the robot's pose and a map of the environment are estimated concurrently
from the imagery produced by a single camera mounted on the robot.

This thesis presents a monocular SLAM solution capable of reconstructing dense
3D geometry online without the aid of a graphics processing unit (GPU). The key
contribution is a multi-resolution depth estimation and spatial smoothing process
that exploits the correlation between low-texture image regions and simple planar
structure to adaptively scale the complexity of the generated keyframe depthmaps
to the quality of the input imagery. High-texture image regions are represented at
higher resolutions to capture fine detail, while low-texture regions are represented at
coarser resolutions for smooth surfaces. This approach allows for significant compu-
tational savings while simultaneously increasing reconstruction density and quality
when compared to the state-of-the-art. Preliminary qualitative results are also pre-
sented for an adaptive meshing technique that generates dense reconstructions using
only the pixels necessary to represent the scene geometry, which further reduces the
computational requirements for fully dense reconstructions.

Thesis Supervisor: Nicholas Roy
Title: Associate Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics

Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Ted J. Steiner
Title: Senior Member of the Technical Staff, Draper
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Despite the rapid progress in monocular SLAM ovcr the last several years, state-of-

the-art approaches are either too computationally expensive, too limited in scale, or

too geometrically sparse to be successfully used for high-speed MAV navigation. This

thesis presents research that addresses some of the shortcomings of sparse, dense,

and semi-dense monocular SLAM methods and allows fully dense geometry to be

estimated with the speed, efficiency, and scale of semi-dense methods. This chapter

outlines the motivation behind the research (Section 1.1), a brief introduction to the

monocular SLAM problem (Section 1.2), and provides an overview of the subsequent

chapters (Section 1.3).

1.1 Motivation

The mobile robotics field has expanded rapidly over the last twenty years, driven

by a combination of factors including advances in small, lightweight sensors, robust

algorithms expressed in the language of probability theory to interpret those sensors,

and powerful computing hardware to drive those algorithms. While robots have been

used in industrial contexts, mobile robots are just now becoming viable for many non-

industrial applications, including for autonomous driving [11, aerial photography [2],

search and rescue [31, and intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) [4].

One class of robotic platforms that has received a sizable amount of interest over

13



this time has been micro-aerial vehicles (MAVs) such as quadrotors, hexrotors, and

fixed-wing aircraft, which typically weigh between 0.5-5kg and measure between 0.25-

2m in diameter. Their speed and agility, coupled with their mechanical simplicity and

well-understood dynamics models, make them ideal platforms for academic research as

well as applications ranging from package delivery [5, 6] to planetary exploration [7, 8].

Despite a number of successes and continued promise, however, today's autonomous

MAVs are severely limited in the speed and agility with which they can safely fly, espe-

cially when restricted to the unknown, GPS-denied, and comms-denied environments

that occur in the real world. Without pre-built maps, external localization services

such as GPS, or communications links like Wi-Fi, MAVs must perform all sensing

and computation onboard, which is a significant challenge given the platform's size,

weight, and power (SWaP) restrictions and which effectively constrains today's MAVs

to navigating 2D slices of the world at speeds far below their dynamic capabilities.

Efficiently extracting information relevant to collision-free motion using only the

low-SWaP sensors and computation that can be carried onboard these small robots

is the overarching problem that motivates this work. While high-speed, GPS-denied

navigation presents challenges at all levels of the autonomy pipeline (from low-level

control to high-level task planning), this thesis focuses on improving the state-of-

the-art in state estimation and perception using only a single commodity monocular

camera as the primary sensor and a mobile computer without a high-SWaP discrete

graphics processing unit (GPU) as the primary compute device. The central algo-

rithm of this thesis, Multi-Level Mapping (MLM) 19], as well as an adaptive meshing

approach, will be presented and shown to produce the dense geometric information

needed for high-speed motion planning even with low-SWaP hardware.

1.2 Simultaneous Localization and Mapping

Any state estimation and perception system used on a mobile robot typically needs

to provide two principal quantities for the purposes of collision-free navigation in an

unknown environment: the pose (i.e. position and orientation) of the robot and a

14



0 0 -PO % . P2

Pi

Figure 1-1: Simultaneous localization and mnapping (SLAM) is a classical problem in

robotics where a robot equipped with an imperfect sensor (e.g. a quadrotor with a

camera) moves through an environment and observes various landmarks (e.g. pillars

and trees) over time. The robot must fuse the noisy measurements of the landmarks

to estimate its pose, while simultaneously mapping the environment. In the scenario

depicted, a quadrotor with a camera moves through the world from time t = 0 to

t = 2 and observes pillar landimarks po and p. and tree landmark pi.

map of the environment that encodes obstacles. Both quantities are usually needed

to order to plan motions through the environment that do not collide with obstacles.

Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAI) is the traditional formulation of

this problem where a robot with imperfect sensors traverses an unknown environment

with a set of landmarks. As the robot moves, it perceives the landnarks through its

sensors and fuses these noisy measurements in order to locaclizc itself with respect to

those landmarks, which have to be estimated (or mapped) concurrently (see Figure 1-

1). The chicken-and-egg nature of the problem (estimate the robot's pose requires a

map, and estimating the nap requires the robot's pose), has led to many strategies

to compute both quantities simultaneously in real-time.

15



(a) 2D Scanning Lidar (b) Active Structure-Light RGB-D Camera

(c) Passive Stereo Camera (d) Passive Monocular Camera

Figure 1-2: A variety of sensors can be used for SLAM. including 2D scanning LI-
DARS 1101, structured light RGB-D cameras [111, passive stereo cameras 1121. and

passive monocular cameras [13]. Each sensing modality has strengths and weaknesses,
but this work concentrates on passive mionocular cameras since they can be used both
indoors and outdoors, can range to arbitrarily far objects given sufficient baseline,
and are low SWaP. inexpensive. and ubiquitous.

1.2.1 Why Cameras?

A variety of sensing modalities may be used to drive a SLAM pipeline (see Figure 1-

2). but traditional sensor suites typically include an inertial measurement unit (IMU)

that measures the linear accelerations and angular rates experience by the robot and

a range sensor such as an ultrasonic rangefinder or scanning LIDAR 1101. Scanning

LIDARS, both the 2D and 3D varieties, have driven much of the work in SLAM

over the last fifteen ears, but are prollemnatic for small, agile robots such as MAVs

because they are either high-SWaP (the smallest 3D LIDARS typically weigh more

than 1kg) or do not adequately observe the environment (2D LIDARS only perceive

slices of the environment at a time, which is insufficient for MAVs undergoing severe

pitch and roll angles).

Cameras, on the other hand. are attractive sensors for high-speed MAV navigation

as they provide high-resolution environment information (color, shape. texture, etc.),

while being lightweight, low-power, and inexpensive. Active or multi-camera variants

such as structured-light and stereo cameras may also perceive depth information

16
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directly, which is valuable for SLAM. This work, however, focuses on monocular (i.e.

passive, single-lens) cameras for a number of reasons.

First, active sensors based on structured light or time-of-flight technology [11] have

a limited detection range (typically - 5m) and are essentially inoperable in sunlight

due to electromagnetic interference. Passive stereo cameras [121 work outdoors, but

their detection range is limited by the baseline between the two cameras, which is

necessarily small on MAVs, and requires accurate calibration to be effective.

Passive monocular cameras 113], however, are robust to sunlight and can detect

distant structure given sufficient translational motion between frames. Spurred by the

rapid adoption of smartphone technology, they are also smaller, lighter, and cheaper

than the aforementioned alternatives and nearly ubiquitous. The next sections out-

line the three dominant approaches to performing SLAM using monocular cameras

without an onboard IMU.

1.2.2 Sparse Monocular SLAM

Sparse monocular SLAM is the most mature form of SLAM using monocular cameras

and has its roots in the photogrammetry and computer vision communities as a

related problem called Structure-from-Motion (SfM) [14, 15]. SfM can be considered

an offline version of sparse monocular SLAM that generalizes to the case of multiple

cameras, non-sequential images, and images taken at different times [16]. Given a

set of images, SfM algorithms estimate the pose of the camera where each image

was taken, along with a sparse point cloud of features which represent the map.

Typically, salient features (e.g. corners or lines) [17, 18, 19] are detected in the images

and associated across frames. Given these associations, the relative pose transform

between the images can be inferred [20, 21j, which then informs the 3D locations

of the points that correspond to the features. Finding the optimal setting for both

the poses and map points is usually accomplished using an approach called bundle

adjustment [22, 23, 24, 16, 25, 26], which frames the problem as a sparse, nonlinear

least squares objective that can be optimized efficiently using the Gauss-Newton or

Levenberg-Marquardt algorithms [27, 28].
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While early sparse monocular SLAM methods used the probabilistic filtering ap-

proaches common at the time for LIDAR-based SLAM [29], modern variants effec-

tively perform online bundle adjustment by estimating the pose for a subset of images,

while concurrently estimating a sparse feature-based point cloud map [30, 31]. Salient

features are first detected in an image, and then associated with the features that com-

prise the current map, which allows the current pose of the camera to be estimated.

The camera poses are then used to refine the map by minimizing a nonlinear least

squares objective function.

1.2.3 Dense Monocular SLAM

While sparse monocular SLAM algorithms are still preferred when optimizing for

the camera trajectory due to their ability to cleanly and efficiently close loops and

minimize drift (even more so when fused with IMU information [32, 33, 34]), the

sparse point cloud map representation poses problems if the map is to be used for

online motion planning to avoid obstacles. Although the number and density of

features may vary from algorithm to algorithm, they typically do not allow for free

and occupied space to be differentiated.

Driven by the proliferation of massively parallel graphics processing units (GPUs)

and general purpose GPU (GPGPU) programming languages such as CUDA and

OpenCL, as well as interest from the virtual and augmented reality communities,

dense monocular SLAM methods have shown promise in computing the type of maps

required for high-speed, online motion planning [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40]. Leveraging the

power of the GPU, dense approaches estimate depth for every pixel in each incoming

frame into either dense point cloud or mesh representations that can be used to

describe obstacles in extremely fine detail.

The roots of these approaches lie in the stereo and multi-view stereo (MVS) lit-

erature, where dense geometry is estimated from a set on images taken from known

poses [41, 42, 431. Rather than detecting a sparse set of salient features and associ-

ating them across images, MVS algorithms typically match patches of pixels in one

image with those of another comparison image that lie along the epipolar line - the

18



projection of the ray of all possible depths onto the comparison image. The noisy

depth estimates are then fused and spatially regularized.

1.2.4 Semi-Dense Monocular SLAM

Though there has been some work porting dense monocular SLAM methods to mo-

bile devices [39], dense methods still prove to be too computationally expensive for

low-SWaP MAVs, even with recent system-on-a-chip (SOC) GPU hardware [44]. Fur-

thermore, state-of-the-art dense algorithms do not currently scale to the large envi-

ronments that high-speed MAVs will likely need to fly through.

Semi-dense monocular SLAM approaches are currently an attractive compromise

between the speed and scale of sparse methods and the density of dense meth-

ods [45, 46, 47, 48]. Rather than estimating depth for every input pixel, semi-dense

approaches focus computational resources on the high-gradient pixels that carry the

most information, while ignoring low-texture regions that carry very weak depth in-

formation. This allows semi-dense approaches, such as LSD-SLAM [47], to capture

detailed geometry in high-texture areas, but still scale to large environments and run

at camera frame-rate without the need for GPU acceleration.

1.3 Thesis Overview

Despite the speed and scale that semi-dense monocular SLAM algorithms provide, the

resulting point cloud maps suffer from the same problems as those of sparse methods

namely that they do not allow free and occupied space to be differentiated and

thus are not yet able to be used for high-speed MAV navigation. This thesis presents

research that addresses some of the shortcomings of the aforementioned sparse, dense,

and semi-dense monocular SLAM methods and allows fully dense geometry to be

estimated with the speed, efficiency, and scale of semi-dense methods, bringing MAV-

capable dense monocular SLAM one step closer to viability.

The central result of this thesis is a dense algorithm called Multi-Level Mapping

(MLM) [9], which allows dense 3D geometry to be estimated online without the aid
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of a graphics processing unit (GPU). The key contribution is a multi-resolution depth

estimation and spatial smoothing process that exploits the correlation between low-

texture image regions and simple planar structure to adaptively scale the complexity

of the generated reconstruction to the quality of the input imagery. High-texture

image regions are represented at higher resolutions to capture fine detail, while low-

texture regions are represented at coarser resolutions for smooth surfaces. This ap-

proach allows for significant computational savings while increasing reconstruction

density and quality compared to the state-of-the-art.

Preliminary results are also presented for an adaptive meshing technique that

further reduces the computational requirements for fully dense reconstructions. The

intuition behind the approach is that it is much cheaper to check whether a depth

hypothesis is supported by the available imagery than it is to actually compute the

correct depth. To that end, we maintain a piecewise-linear dense depth mesh whose

vertices comprised a subset of the high-image gradient pixels. At each frame, the mesh

is refined by computing the stereo matching cost for each pixel in the dense depthmap

induced by the mesh. Vertices are then added to the mesh where the interpolated

depthmap poorly fits the input imagery, such that depths are only computed for those

pixels that are needed to represent the geometry in the scene, which may result in a

significant speedup over the state-of-the-art.

The layout of the rest of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 presents an overview

of the monocular SLAM problem with relevant related work and background infor-

mation. Chapter 3 then dives into the MLM algorithm in detail, while Chapter 4

contains the qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the algorithm. Chapter 5

presents the adaptive depth meshing technique along with preliminary results. The

thesis is concluded in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Monocular Simultaneous Localization

and Mapping

This chapter gives a brief overview of the monocular SLAM problem and its solutions.

Section 2.1 discusses the probabilistic formulation of the SLAM problem, its modern

interpretation as a sparse factor graph, and the distinction between the backend fac-

tor graph solvers and frontend factor generators that compose most modern SLAM

pipelines. Section 2.2 then goes into more detail on the SLAM backend, first cov-

ering early filtering-based approaches that marginalize out the past before detailing

modern smoothing-based methods that solve for the entire state trajectory. From

there, Section 2.3 covers different aspects of the the monocular SLAM frontend, from

epipolar geometry, to visual odometry, to depth estimation and regularization. Fi-

nally, Section 2.4 presents full monocular SLAM solutions in detail, including sparse,

dense, and semi-dense pipelines.

2.1 Probabilistic Formulation

Recall the scenario depicted in Figure 1-1. At each discrete timestep i E N, our

robot moves through the world and observes a set of landmarks through its imperfect

sensors. It must then fuse those noisy measurements to estimate its state in addition

to the state of the map.

21



To begin, let us denote the robot (or camera) pose at time i by xi E X. Typically,

we are interested in the 3D pose of the robot and thus X = SE(3), the group of rigid

body transformations. At times, however, we may need to generalize to other groups

such as Sim(3), the group of similarity transforms [47, 9].

'We assume that the robot motion can be described by a first-order Markov model

such that the distribution of the current pose xi is independent of the past given

the previous pose xi_ 1. If we let X = (xO, .. . , XT) denote the pose history up to

time T and U = (u, .. . , UT) denote the odometry or control input history, then the

distribution of the pose history given the odometry p(XIU) can be factored according

to p(XU) =ip(xo) Hi 1 p(xi xi 1, ui), where p(xo) denotes the prior on the initial

state and p(xi xi_ 1 , ui) denotes the motion model parameterized by odometry ui.

Next, let P = (pi,... , pM) for pj E R 3 refer to the set of M landmarks in the

map (we are typically only interested in their 3D positions). We assume that they

are stationary. Over time, the sensor aboard the robot will observe the landmarks

and produce some number K noisy measurements Z = (z 1 , .. . , ZK) for Zk E Z. The

measurement space Z will vary from system to system, but could be as simple as

the image domain Q C R2 such that each measurement Zk corresponds to the pixel

coordinates of a detected landmark. We assume that measurement Zk depends only

on the pose of the robot xik at the time of observation and the particular landmark

under observation Pik and can be modeled with likelihood function p(zkIxi,, Pik).

(Note that we assume the association between measurement Zk and the pose xi, and

landmark pj, is known.)

With these definitions in hand, the posterior distribution of the pose history X

and landmarks P given measurements Z and odometry U can be written as:

T K

P(X, P IZ, U) OC P(xo) P(xi IXi_ 1, Ui) lP(zkxik, IPik) (2.1)
i=1 k=1

The objective of SLAM will be to compute an estimate of the pose history X and

the landmark map P from this posterior distribution. For example, by maximizing

p(X, P IZ, U) over X and P, we obtain the the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate.
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Figure 2-1: The posterior distribution of the SLAM problem as described in Equa-

tion (2.1) can he represented succinctly as a factor graph. The variable nodes xO, x,

x 2 denote the robot state over time. while Po, Pi- P2 signify the landmarks in the

map. The factor nodes u, u. show odometry constraints, while the zi factors repre-

sent noisy landmark observations. By emphasizing the factorization of the posterior

distribution through independencc relations, this interpretation reveals the sparse

nature of the problem and insights into effcient solution strategies.

For further information on the probabilistic foundations of SLAM see 149. 50, 51].

2.1.1 Graphical Model

While the posterior distribution of the SLAl problem given in Equation (2.1) is useful

in its own right, its graphical representation, particularly as a factor graph 1521. can

be more illuminating as it reveals more of the specific problem structure.

A factor graph g (V.., E) is a bipartite graph with variable nodes ci e V.

factor nodes fj E T. and edges ci E E. Each edge cij connects a variable node and

a factor node. As its name implies, a factor graphm is used to model the factorization

of a fuiction over the variable nodes f(V) =ft fj(Vi), where Vj C V. The specific

factorization of f given by the fj E T dictates the graph structure. An edge cij

connects variable ci and factor f1 if v E V.

Looking to the posterior distribution p(X, P Z, U) in Equation (2. 1) again, we

can see that it is a function of four sets of variables )(X, PIZ. U) = f(X, P, U. Z),

and factorizes in a particular fashion given our conditional independence asslunp-
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tions. We can therefore encode it as a factor graph with variable nodes V = (X, P)

and factor nodes F = (U, Z). The odometry factors constrain particular pairs of

pose variables, while the measurement factors constrain pairs of pose variables and

landmark variables (see Figure 2-1).

Computing solutions to the SLAM problem can now be considered a special case

of performing inference on probabilistic graphical models, where a number of relevant

algorithms exist in the literature [52, 53]. Furthermore, it should be apparent that the

graph structure induced by the SLAM problem is sparse - i.e. the number of edges

in the graph 1E1 is far lower than that of a fully connected graph. This additional

structure can be exploited for further computational savings, allowing for large SLAM

problems to be solved quickly, in real-time 154, 55, 56].

2.1.2 Backend vs. Frontend

Given the graph interpretation of SLAM, a distinction can be made between generat-

ing the graph for a particular SLAM instance and solving that graph for a solution.

We will refer to the former process - that of generating the SLAM graph from in-

put data - as the SLAM frontend and refer to the latter process - that of finding

a solution for a given graph - as the SLAM backend. Much of the current work

in monocular SLAM deals more directly with the frontend, as generating factors is

more specific to the particulars of the input data (images in this case). Nonetheless,

it is worth covering a few of the influential SLAM backend solvers in more detail

(Section 2.2) before venturing to the frontend (Section 2.3).

2.2 Backend

Before discussing modern smoothing-based SLAM solvers in Section 2.2.2, we will

first detail the filter-based approaches that were popular during the early days of

SLAM in Section 2.2.1.
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2.2.1 Filter-based Approaches

Before the full implications of the graphical nature of SLAM was widely understood

and appreciated, initial solutions modeled it as a state estimation problem to be

solved via recursive Bayesian estimators or nonlinear filters, such as the extended

Kalman filter (EKF), unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [57], and particle filter [58].

Posing SLAM as a state estimation problem was natural at the time, although we

now know it to be a special case of the more general graphical interpretation.

The earliest filter-based SLAM solution is considered to be EKF-SLAM [59, 60],

which (as its name implies) applied an EKF to compute the posterior distribu-

tion of the map P and the most recent pose XT given the measurement history

Z = (zI, .. . , ZT) and odometry history U. Marginalizing out the past poses X_ =

(xO,... , xT 1 ) from the posterior distribution in Equation (2.1) yields the familiar

recursive Bayesian update formula:

p(xT, P IZ, U) = P(X, PIZ, U)dX (2.2)

=P(XT,P ZT,Z_,U) (2.3)

Oc P(ZTXT, P)p(xT, P Z, U) (2.4)

= p(zTIXT, P) LT1 p(xT XT_1, UT)p(XT_1, PIZ_, U_)dxT_ 1, (2.5)

where Z_= (zi, ... , Z_1) and U_ = (ui,..., uT_1). The act of marginalizing out

past poses has the effect of eliminating those variables from the factor graph in 2-1

and introducing new factors between the remaining variables.

The following zero-mean, additive-Gaussian noise process and measurement mod-

els are assumed:

X= f(xi- 1, ui) + wi, wj ~Af(0, W) (2.6)

zi = h(xi bp) +Vi,a, Vi th proV). (2.7)

When the prior p(xo) is assumed to be Gaussian and the process and measurement
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models above are differentiable, the Bayesian update equations can be computed in

closed form (the well-known Kalman filter equations).

The first viable particle filter approach to SLAM is generally attributed to the

FastSLAM algorithm [61, 62], which exploits Rao-Blackwellization to overcome the

curse of dimensionality suffered by traditional particle filters. Typically, the num-

ber of samples required by a particle filter scales exponentially with the state space

dimension (the dimension of the pose history X and map P in the SLAM case).

Rao-Blackwellization allows significantly fewer particles to be used by partitioning

the filter state such that the distribution of some state variables can be represented

analytically.

In the SLAM context, the key insight is to apply the chain rule to the posterior

such that the distribution over the landmarks factorizes:

p(X, PJZ, U) = p(XIZ, U)p(PIX, Z, U) (2.8)
M

= p(XIZ, U) flp(pj X, Z, U). (2.9)
j=1

The conditional independence of the landmarks P given the trajectory X is readily

apparent when the factor graph in Figure 2-1 is considered. Each landmark variable

pj E P can now be represented analytically with (for example) a Gaussian distribu-

tion, while only the pose variables need to be approximated with samples. Further-

more, the sampling the pose history X can be done incrementally by sampling a new

pose for each particle at each timestep.

2.2.2 Smoothing-based Approaches

While the aforementioned filter-based approaches worked well for small-scale 2D prob-

lems, their limitations became apparent as SLAM moved to 3D, the process and

measurement models involved (as described in Equation 2.6) became more and more

nonlinear, and the scale of the problems under investigation grew with both the pose

history and map size.
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First and foremost, the cubic complexity of the EKF precludes large maps from

being considered since the full covariance matrix over the current pose and landmarks

has to be maintained and inverted. Furthermore, marginalizing out past poses has

the side effect of introducing correlations between otherwise unrelated state variables,

ensuring that the covariance matrix becomes dense over time. Marginalization also

makes any errors introduced by the linearization process permanent, which can lead

to inconsistent solutions [631.

Smoothing-based approaches, on the other hand, sidestep these issues by solving

for the entire pose trajectory X along with the map P. The key intuition is that when

past poses are not marginalized away, the sparse structure of the SLAM problem, as

indicated by the factor graph in Figure 2-1, can be maintained, allowing for solutions

to be computed efficiently, despite the increase in the number of poses.

Consider the posterior distribution p(X, PIZ, U) from Equation (2.1) once more.

If we assume the same process and measurement models as described in Equa-

tion (2.6), then maximizing the posterior can be framed as a nonlinear least squares

problem:

argmaxp(X, PIZ, U) = argmin - logp(X, PIZ, U) (2.10)
XP X,P

T

= arg min I xoW-poHlo+Z xi-f(xiui)|v
XP

K

+Z |z - h(xi, p V| (2.11)
k=1

When optimized using Gauss-Newton or Levenberg-Marquardt, the quadratic ap-
- - T

proximation to this objective can be described by |IAx - b 12, for x = XT PT .

The measurement Jacobian A obtained by linearizing f and h is usually sparse, as is

the information matrix ATA, both of which can be derived from the factor graph in

Figure 2-1.

This large, sparse nonlinear least squares problem can be solved efficiently in

a number of ways [64, 65, 66, 67] and has a large crossover with SfM and bundle
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adjustment 122, 23, 25, 16, 24, 28, 26]. The most recent approaches compute solutions

to Equation (2.10) incrementally, which results in significant computational savings

since the new factors that are added to the graph as the robot explores typically only

affect nodes in the recent past [55, 56].

2.3 Frontend

Given a set of odometry factors U and landmark factors Z, we can pass them off to

a nonlinear least squares solver (such as iSAM [55, 561) to compute the optimal pose

trajectory X and map P. Considerable effort must be exerted, however, to extract

these factors from raw sensor data, which in the passive monocular camera case is a

sequence of images. This section will outline the basic steps to computing odometry

and landmark (or depth) factors from imagery.

2.3.1 Epipolar Geometry

The factors that we would like to extract from a given video sequence are typically

defined by the epipolar geometry generated by the camera's extrinsic parameters (i.e.

the camera poses) and intrinsic parameters (i.e. focal length and calibration) [15].

Consider the scenario depicted in Figure 2-2 with two images I, and 12 from a video

sequence with relative transform T1 between the camera poses. The 3D landmark pi

projects into I, as pixel ui, as do all points along the ray marked in red. This ray

projects into 12 as the line in green - the epipolar line. The pixel associated with

pi in '2 must lie along this line. Now, if we knew T, we would be able to compute

the epipolar line and search for the pixel that matches ui along the line. With the

association we could then estimate the depth for pl. On the other hand, if we knew the

association, we could then back out T1. The latter process of estimating the relative

transformations between camera poses is called visual odometry and will be discussed

in Section 2.3.2. The former process of computing depth from pixel associations is

called depth estimation (or stereopsis) and will be detailed in Section 2.3.3. It should

be noted that both problems rely on the ability to accurately and robustly associate
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P1

-12

Figure 2-2: In this scenario we have two images I1 and I2 taken from two different
poses, with the relative transformation between the two given by T'. The 3D point

pi projects into I1 as pixel ui, as do all points along the ray in red. This ray projects
into 12 as the line in green -- the epipolar line. The pixel in I2 that is associated with

pi must lie along this line.

pixels across images.

2.3.2 Visual Odometry

Visual odometry entails estimating the relative pose of a moving camera (up to an

unknown scale factor) using just its images. Once computed, the relative poses can

then be added as odometry factors in a SLAM graph to optimize for the global

trajectory. Techniques usually fall into either feature-based or direct methods.

Feature-based monocular visual odometry methods generally appeared much ear-

lier than direct methods, with seminal work dating back to [68, 69, 70, 71, 72]. They

rely on detecting a small number of salient features (e.g. corners, lines, or blobs) in

the image stream that can be either tracked or matched across frames. The associated

features can then be used to estimate the relative motion between the frames.

There is a large body of work in the computer vision literature on detecting,
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tracking, and matching features across images. Feature detection typically involves

efficiently selecting pixels in the image that are both distinctive and robust to scale,

rotation, or lighting changes. The earliest detectors attempted to find corners in

images by comparing patches around candidate pixels with slightly shifted versions.

Moravec corners 170], for example, computed the sum-of-squared-differences (SSD)

between the template patch and shifted patches along a set of cardinal directions,

issuing a detection if the SSD was high for all directions (the mismatch between the

patch and its shifted versions implies the pixel is distinctive). Harris corners [73]

and Shi-Tomasi corners [741 improved upon this idea by computing a quadratic ap-

proximation to the SSD cost at the candidate pixel and labeling it a corner if the

two eigenvalues of the Hessian (or some approximation to them) were both large.

Rather than directly computing the Hessian of the SSD cost, FAST (Features from

Accelerated Segment Test) [75] finds corners by performing a binary test between the

candidate pixel and a set of its neighbors - if a contiguous number n of those neigh-

bors are all brighter or darker than the center pixel, the candidate pixel is labeled a

corner. Blobs, computed using the Difference-of-Gaussians (DoG) or Determinant-

of-the-Hessian approaches, are also a popular features [17, 18].

Once a set of features are detected, they must be either tracked into the next

frame (usually called sparse optical flow) or matched across different images. Feature

tracking can be accomplished by performing a nonlinear least squares optimization to

minimize the SSD between a patch around the feature in one image and its projection

into the second image (usually called Lucas-Kanade registration) [76]. The famous

Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) feature tracker uses this least squares approach with

Shi-Tomasi corners [77]. Feature matching typically involves computing a robust

descriptor vector for the feature and performing brute-force, nearest-neighbor, or

RANSAC [78] matching with outlier rejection. Just as there are many approaches to

feature detection, there are many variations on computing robust (i.e. scale, rotation,

illumination, noise invariant) descriptors. SIFT [17] and HoG [791 descriptors are

based on histograms of gradient orientations around the feature, while SURF [18]

features use the sum of Haar-like wavelet responses. BRIEF [80], ORB [19], and
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Census [81] features all use a series of comparison tests between the feature and set

of neighbors to construct a binary descriptor vector.

Once a set of features has been associated between two images, the 8-Point Al-

gorithm of 168] or the later 5-Point Algorithm of [82, 83] can be used in conjunction

with RANSAC to extract the relative transform between the two camera poses up

to an unknown scale factor. (This scale ambiguity arises from the loss of absolute

metric information that occurs when a 3D scene is projected onto a 2D image. Since

multiple scenes may project as the same image, it is only possible to recover the scene

geometry up to a scale factor.)

Consider Figure 2-2. Both the 8-Point and 5-Point algorithms exploit epipolar

constraints to estimate the rigid body transform T' E SE(3), composed of rotation

R' E S(3) and translation t' E R3, between I, and '2. Note that the vector t'

and the vector i1 (the pixel ul in homogeneous coordinates) define a plane - the

epipolar plane. The normal vector of this plane is given by

t' X - i = [t,], Xi, (2.12)

where if ti =X y z , the skew-symmetric matrix [tf] xis defined as

0 -Z y

Xi, z -X. (2.13)

-y X 0

This normal vector must be perpendicular to all vectors defined in the plane, including

pi - t a Rlii 2 , where u 2 is the projection of pi into 12. Thus,

(Rjin2 )T [t1 nI] l = [4T 1 i (2.14)

= T Efil (2.15)

= 0. (2.16)

The matrix E = R2 [t1, is called the essential matrix and the constraint -T Ei1 = 0
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must hold for all pixels ui, u 2 that are associated with the same 3D point p1. Given a

set of associated pixels, E can be estimated by solving the linear system of equations

induced by the ii'Eii = 0 constraints for each association. The rotation R' and

translation t' can then be recovered using singular value decomposition (SVD). As

their names suggest, the 8-Point and 5-Point algorithms require a minimum of 8 and

5 feature associations, respectively.

Rather than extracting and matching features, direct methods estimate the rigid

body motion between the two camera poses by incrementally aligning the raw pixel

values of the two images given depth information. The combination of depth infor-

mation and an initial estimate of the transform T' (e.g. the identity) allows pixels in

I1 to be projected into 12. The transform is then iteratively refined by minimizing the

pixel error between the projected (or warped) version of I1 and 12. This optimization

is usually framed as a Lucas-Kanade [76] style nonlinear least squares problem:

'i = argmin ||I2 (w(u, D(u), T)) - Ii(u)1 2, (2.17)
TESE(3) UEQD

where the warp function w projects pixel u into 12 assuming depth D(u) and relative

pose T. The set QD is the set of pixels that have depths and can be a sparse sampling

of pixels [451, the pixels in I, with high-gradient [46], or every pixel [35].

The objective in Equation (2.17) is usually minimized by performing Gauss-

Newton or Levenberg-Marquardt steps [27], which repeatedly solve quadratic ap-

proximations to the cost by linearizing the residual I2 (w(u, D(u), T)) - Ii(u) in T.

This approximation is typically only valid for small warps and so-called coarse-to-

fine strategies often need to be employed to ensure a good solution [84, 85]. The

optimization in 2.17 is first performed at the coarsest level of a power-of-two image

pyramid, which removes high spatial frequency components from the images and al-

lows a gross estimate of the transform to be obtained. That coarse solution is then

used to initialize the optimization at the next, higher resolution level where it is

refined.

In addition, the L2 norm used in Equation (2.17) may be overly sensitive to out-
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liers, so it is often replaced by a robust error metric [86, 87] and optimized using iter-

atively reweighted least squares (IRLS), where a weighted version of Equation (2.17)

is solved that approximates the solution using the robust norm [88, 89, 90]. For more

detail on Lucas-Kanade optimization, see the tutorial presented in 1911.
Direct visual odometry methods possess some notable advantages to sparse ap-

proaches. Since they rely on raw pixel intensities, no feature detection or extraction

steps need to be performed, which can often be expensive. Not relying on salient

features also means that more subtle (or general) information can be applied to the

optimization - for example any pixel with gradient information can influence the

optimization of Equation (2.17), while sparse methods rely on distinctive corner or

blob detection. Furthermore, the feature matching process is usually prone to outliers

and false matches, which can wreck havoc on the essential matrix estimation and is

why RANSAC is usually employed. Direct methods, however, degrade gracefully with

the presence of outliers - in addition to other forms of noise like motion blur and

illumination changes- when robust statistics are leveraged. They do require depth

information to be recovered, though, which is typically more difficult to obtain than

the camera pose itself. The standard approaches to depth estimation will be detailed

in Section 2.3.3.

2.3.3 Depth Estimation

Depth estimation (sometimes known as 3D reconstruction or stereopsis) refers to the

process of estimating the 3D structure of a scene (or the depth of the scene) given only

a set of 2D images (in addition to the poses from which the images were captured and

relevant camera calibration parameters). While depth information can be computed

using some of the visual odometry building blocks from Section 2.3.2, such as feature

detection, tracking, and matching (which is the basis for most sparse monocular

SLAM systems), the emphasis here will be on computing dense depth representations

that encode the surface geometry of the scene and allow for object modeling and

novel view prediction. To differentiate this problem from dense monocular SLAM,

remember that in the dense monocular SLAM case the camera poses are unknown
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I1 2 I

2 22

(a) Epipolar Search (b) Triangulation Given Correspondence

Figure 2-3: Depth estimation from a set of images is fundamentally a pixel association

or correspondence problem. With knowledge of the relative transform T' , the

epipolar line corresponding to query pixel ui can be computed in I2. By searching

for the pixel along this line that matches ui as depicted in Figure 2-3a, the depth for

ui can be estimated via triangulation as in Figure 3-5.

and must be estimated (along with the scene depth) in real-time. A common dense

monocular SLAM approach is to use spare methods to estimate the camera poses

that are then used to infer the dense scene geometry [36, 39, 37]. Despite the prior

knowledge of the camera poses, dense 3D reconstruction is still a difficult inference

problem.

It is also worth noting that while estimating dense depth information is invaluable

for understanding the 3D structure of an environment, the volume of data that this

entails is problematic for backend SLAM solvers. Given the depths to every pixel in a

camera image, the naive approach to incorporate this information into a SLAM graph

would be to initialize a landmark for each of these pixels and add a corresponding

landmark factor. When one considers the resolution and framerate of even the most

modest cameras used for SLAM, however, the number of factors this approach would

require will quickly overwhelm the state-of-the-art in sparse, incremental least squares

solvers. For example, the results shown for the iSAM2 [56] solver typically involve
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tens of thousands of factors. Compare this with a modest camera that produces VGA

resolution images (640x480 pixels) at 30Hz, which would equate to roughly 300,000

landmark factors being inserted in the graph every 30 ms. The standard approach

around this problem is to remove the map entirely from the graph and solve for

just the pose trajectory (usually called pose-graph SLAM)[61, 62, 51]. The depth

information can still be exploited, however, by incorporating it into the odometry

factors (refer to dense visual odometry in Section 2.3.2).

The roots of the depth estimation problem lie predominantly in the stereo vision

literature, where the special cases of two-frame rectified stereo depth estimation [92,

93, 941 and (offline) multi-view stereo depth estimation [41, 42, 43] have been studied

extensively (see [95, 96, 97] for more information). As in the case of visual odometry

(particularly the feature-based variant), depth estimation is fundamentally a data

association or correspondence problem between the pixels of two images captured from

different views. Consider Figure 2-3 where a two-frame depth estimation problem is

set up. Suppose we wish to estimate the depth for pixel u1 in -1. Since the camera

poses are known, we can compute the epipolar line corresponding to ui in '2. The

pixel in 12 corresponding to ui must lie along this line. We can thus search along this

line for a pixel that matches ui (usually a neighborhood around each candidate pixel

is considered to make the matching more robust). The optimal match f 2 can then

be triangulated with ui to estimate the depth of the 3D point that projects onto the

two pixels. Note that this process assumes that the neighborhood of pixels around

u1 and n 2 are visually similar. This is typically called the Lambertian assumption,

where 3D points remain visually similar when observed from multiple viewpoints.

Nearly all stereo depth estimation algorithms follow this basic approach of epipolar

search, patch matching, and triangulation. There are a variety of matching costs that

can be used to associate pixels including SSD, sum-of-absolute differences (SAD),

normalized-cross-correlation (NCC), and binary matching costs such as the Census

Transform [811 (all similar to the work in sparse feature matching).

In addition, the representation of the depth information is another important

design choice as it often dictates how depth information from multiple compari-
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son frames are fused. One standard approach is to define a 2D depthmap, in-

verse depthmap, or disparity map (they are usually interchangeable) [98, 99, 100].

A depthmap (or inverse depthmap) is a scalar function over the image domain

D : Q - R+ that maps each pixel location to a depth (or inverse depth). A dis-

parity map is similar, but maps each pixel to disparity, which is the motion that a

pixel undergoes when projected into another image. If the depth of a point is large

compared to the baseline between the cameras, the pixel will not change much be-

tween frames and will thus exhibit low disparity. If the depth is small compared to the

camera baselines, the pixel will undergo larger motion between frames and the result-

ing disparity will be large. Depth information can be fused in these representations

using probabilistic filtering 146, 47, 45].

Voxel or grid-based approaches are another popular way to represent and fuse

depth information. Each voxel can be used to represent the aggregated matching

cost from each stereo comparison with high-cost voxels "carved" away 1101, 102, 103].

Voxels can also represent the color of the scene (known as voxel coloring) [104] or the

distance to the nearest surface [105, 106, 107, 41]. Triangular meshes [108] and other

deformable models [109, 110] are also viable alternatives.

There is one important functional block that has been omitted from the discus-

sion so far - namely spatial regularization. As one can imagine, the epipolar search,

patch matching, triangulation, and fusion steps described above are all subject to

noise, errors, and outliers, and when used in isolation typically generate poor quality

reconstructions. (These approaches are usually referred to as local methods.) Fur-

thermore, the depths in large textureless image regions are generally unobservable

since the lack of gradient information cripples the patch matching process. (It is

also worth mentioning that since depth estimation relies on the camera poses, and

the poses generated from the visual odometry methods discussed in Section 2.3.2 are

only known up to a scale factor, the depths produced are similarly scale ambiguous.)

Nonetheless, we have a good deal of prior information about the world that we

can bring to bear to the problem. Firstly, we know that the world is locally smooth

and that scene geometry can often be well described using 2D surfaces. In addition,
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certain environments of interest (e.g. man-made environments) are approximately

piecewise-planar. We can denoise the depth estimates computed above, or fill in

the depths in textureless regions, to reflect this prior information. Depth estimation

algorithms that attempt to do this are usually referred to as global methods.

The standard approach to applying spatial regularization to depth information is

to pose the problem as energy minimization [109, 111, 112, 931 where the regularized

solution must balance smoothness with fitting the input data:

E(D) = Esmooth(D) + AEdata(D). (2.18)

The scalar term A > 0 controls the tradeoff between smoothness and data fit. Usually

Esmooth(D) is some functional that penalizes non-smoothness, for example some norm

on the gradient VD (for discrete data, this could be approximated using forward or

central differences).

One way to derive the energy terms above is to define a probability distribution

over the depthmap pixels using a Markov Random Field (MRF) [53]. The Markov

properties of the MRF allow smoothness constraints to be introduced quite easily

by correlating neighboring depths. Inference can then be performed on the MRF

to extract the optimal depthmap using min-flow/max-cut-type algorithms [113, 105,

114, 115, 1161.

A faster (but less robust) approach can be employed for the rectified two-frame

stereo case. Rectification is a common preprocessing step that warps the two images

such that all epipolar lines are parallel and aligned along the image rows. The epipo-

lar search can then be performed by walking along each image row independently.

Dynamic Programming can then be used to find the optimal association between the

left image row and the right image row 192, 117, 118, 119, 120].

The specific forms of the energy terms in Equation (2.18) can greatly impact the

reconstruction quality. For most types of regularization problems (i.e. not depth

regularization), a squared L 2 norm for both Esmooth(D) and Edata(D) would be a
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natural first choice, for example:

Edata(D) = j |D(u) - g(u) I du (2.19)

Esmooth(D) = I |VD(u) 11 0 du. (2.20)
nE

Note that these functions essentially correspond to the special case of Gaussian mea-

surement model and Gaussian prior. There are two problems with this approach,

however. First, when applied to Edata(D), the quadratic nature of the squared L 2

norm makes the solution extremely sensitive to outliers or errors in the input data.

Second, when applied to Esmooth(D), the solution is unable to undergo large discon-

tinuities, which are common for depth data (consider the edge between a near object

and the faraway background).

An alternative choice for Esmooth(D) that is able to enforce smoothness but capture

large discontinuities was proposed by [1211 and is commonly referred to as the Total

Variation (TV) regularizer:

Esmooth(D) j IVD(u)I| du. (2.21)

By penalizing the L2 norm of the gradient (as opposed to the square of the L2 norm),

the TV regularizer allows functions to undergo sharp discontinuities (technically it

biases them to be piecewise constant). When combined with a squared L2 norm in

Edata(D), this approach is referred to as the TV-L 2 or Rudin-Osher-Fatemi (ROF)

model. One can replace the squared L2 data term with an L1 data term to add

robustness to outliers, which yields the TV-L 1 model, or replace the L2 norm in

Esmooth with a Huber norm to yield the Huber-ROF model. A variety of optimiza-

tion schemes for objectives of this type have been proposed, typically leveraging the

Euler-Lagrange equation, non-smooth convex optimization, the proximal operator, or

primal-dual approaches [93, 122, 106, 123, 124, 125, 126].

With an understanding of both filtering and smoothing approaches to backend

optimization, as well as the generation of frontend factors through visual odometry
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and depth estimation, we now transition to discussing full monocular SLAM pipelines

in Section 2.4.

2.4 Full Systems

This section will highlight important monocular SLAM pipelines, which combine the

building blocks from the preceding sections into fully functioning, real-time systems.

We first discuss sparse approaches in Section 2.4.1, where a sparse point cloud map is

solved for directly in the SLAM graph, before covering dense methods in Section 2.4.2

and semi-dense methods in Section 2.4.3, which separate the map reconstruction task

from the underlying SLAM backend.

2.4.1 Sparse Methods

The first monocular SLAM system to operate in real-time at camera framerate is

commonly attributed to [29], which used the EKF-SLAM backend described in Sec-

tion 2.2.1 with a sparse set of point landmarks initialized using Shi-Tomasi corners [74]

and tracked using an exhaustive SSD search inside an elliptical region determined by

the landmarks' 3D uncertainty. While an important milestone, the approach suf-

fered from the shortcomings of EKF-SLAM outlined in Section 2.2.2 (e.g. the cubic

complexity of the EKF constrains the number of poses and landmarks that can be

estimated). In order to maintain real-time pose estimation, the mapping component

was scaled back such that only tens of landmarks are maintained by the filter at any

point in time. Filter-based approaches based on FastSLAM[61, 62] were also explored

by [127, 128].

The Parallel Tracking and Mapping (PTAM) algorithm developed by [30 side-

stepped the constraints imposed by filter-based approaches by splitting the tracking

(i.e. visual odometry) and mapping computations into separate threads that run

in parallel at different rates. This approach was a significant departure from the

state of monocular SLAM research at the time since it effectively allowed the least

squares/bundle adjustment techniques from offline SfM [22, 23, 25, 16, 24, 28, 26]
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to be used in a real-time context. With tracking and mapping split into separate

threads, the least squares objective in Equation (2.10) can be solved efficiently in

parallel. In the tracking thread, the current camera pose is computed relative to

a past keyframe at framerate by holding the map points in Equation (2.10) fixed

and removing those that are outside the current view from the optimization. The

mapping thread can then optimize the full objective over the keyframe poses (a small

subset of all available frames) and the landmarks at a lower rate, which allows many

more landmarks to be considered. Compared to the tens of landmarks that the were

supported with approach of [29], PTAM is able to map thousands of points in desktop-

sized environments. The significance of this work is difficult to overstate as nearly all

monocular SLAM systems since follow this parallel approach.

ORB-SLAM developed by 131] is a recent improvement to the general PTAM

design that adds loop closure factors to constrain odometry drift along with several

techniques to perform SLAM graph management. The choice of factors in graph-based

SLAM has a significant impact on both tracking and mapping accuracy. In PTAM,

for example, odometry factors are added to the graph whenever a new keyframe is

initialized. If too few keyframes are created, tracking is likely to suffer since the

overlap between the current image and the keyframe is small. However, if too many

keyframes are created, then the backend least squares optimization can become pro-

hibitively slow. This same argument can be applied to the creation of landmarks: too

few and tracking may suffer, too many and the backend optimization be crawl to a

halt. ORB-SLAM's solution to this problem is to liberally add both landmarks and

keyframe factors to SLAM graph, but prune the graph over time such that only a

small number of highly information points and poses remain. This allows for robust

tracking even through erratic camera motion or low-texture regions, but fast loop

closing and low drift as well.

Although technically not a full SLAM solution, the Semi-Direct Visual Odometry

(SVO) algorithm of [451 is worth mentioning as it is able to estimate poses extremely

efficiently (at up to 300Hz on a commodity laptop) and is one of the few approaches.

to produce experimental results from running onboard an MAV. It is "semi-direct" in
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that it uses a combination of raw pixel intensity patches of a sparse set of keypoints.

in addition to point features.

2.4.2 Dense Methods

While the robust solutions to the sparse monocular SLAM problem such as ORB-

SLAM and others have led many to believe it is largely solved, the problem of dense

monocular SLAM is less mature, although key advances have been made in recent

years. The Dense Tracking and Mapping (DTAM) algorithm of [351 combines the

keyframe-based, parallel approach of PTAM with the horsepower of the GPU to

achieve impressive real-time results with both dense visual odometry and dense depth

estimation. Each keyframe in DTAM contains a 3D cost volume that samples a range

of inverse depths per pixel. The stereo matching costs for each hypothetical inverse

depth are aggregated across all subsequent frames. A smooth, minimum-cost surface

is then extracted from the cost volume using a variational regularization approach

by [1261. This smooth reconstruction is then used to densely track each new frame

using the coarse-to-fine Lucas-Kanade algorithm described in Section 2.3.2. This

approach has been extended in [129] which uses a non-local TV regularizer that

biases the solution to be piecewise-planar (instead of piecewise constant) and is thus

better able to interpolate over textureless regions like walls and floors..

The method of [38] takes the approach of densifying PTAM keyframes. For each

keyframe, a multi-view version of the stereo method described in [94] is used to

construct depthmaps which are then fused into a voxel-based representation called a

signed-distance function (SDF). Each voxel of the SDF records the distance to the

nearest surface. The surface itself can then be generated by extracting the zero-level

set of the function. Similar to DTAM, variation regularization is applied to enforce

surface smoothness.

REMODE developed by [37] uses a semi-direct visual odometry method [45] to

estimate camera poses and estimates keyframe depthmaps using a Bayesian filter

over each pixel that takes into account the probability of occlusions and outliers. The

depthmap is then smoothed using a variational regularizer that is weighted by the
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confidence of each depth.

The MonoFusion algorithm [36] also uses a sparse monocular SLAM pipeline to

compute poses, but does not utilize keyframes for dense mapping. Instead, depthmaps

are computed for each image by performing a modified version of PatchMatch Stereo [130]

using variable baseline comparison images. The depthmaps are then fused into an

SDF using the method of [107] before the surface is extracted via raycasting. Unlike

the other methods mentioned, no explicit regularization is performed. The fusion

of depthmaps from every live image (as opposed from a smaller set of keyframes)

is enough to constraint the surface to be smooth. The MobileFusion algorithm [39]
extends MonoFusion to run at 25 Hz on a commodity smartphone, but sacrifices the

volume under reconstruction and other resolution parameters.

2.4.3 Semi-Dense Methods

Although the dense approaches outlined in Section 2.4.2 demonstrate impressive

reconstruction results, they are computationally expensive, often require high-end

GPUs to run in real-time, and are limited to small desk-sized or room-sized environ-

ments. Semi-dense methods sit in between sparse and dense approaches in terms of

computational efficiency, reconstruction quality, and map scale.

The Large-Scale Direct-SLAM (LSD-SLAM) algorithm [46, 47] estimates keyframe

depthmaps using a per-pixel probabilistic filter similar to [371, but only does so for

the high-gradient pixels. Since low-texture image regions are ignored, a significant

speedup can be obtained and a GPU is not required. Furthermore, since no volumetric

fusion is attempted, the scale of the reconstructed environments can be increased sub-

stantially. Once generated, the point clouds produced from the semi-dense keyframe

depthmaps are incrementally aligned using a least squares backend solver [54], but

with the poses defined in Sim(3) instead of S6(3) to account for scale drift. New im-

ages are tracked using the direct visual odometry approach described in Section 2.3.2

over the high-gradient pixels.

A similar approach was proposed in [48] that uses ORB-SLAM[31] internally to

compute poses, but then estimates a semi-dense depthmap for each keyframe. Each
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keyframe depthmap is computed by performing a direct epipolar search in N neighbor-

ing keyframes and probabilistically fusing the N depth measurements measurements

before applying an inter-keyframe consistency check to remove outliers.
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Chapter 3

Multi-Level Mapping

Despite the speed and scale that the semi-dense monocular SLAM algorithms de-

scribed in Chapter 2 provide, the resulting semi-dense point cloud maps do not accu-

rately capture the scene geometry - especially in low-texture image regions - and

thus are not yet applicable to high-speed MAV navigation. This chapter presents a

novel algorithm called Multi-Level Mapping (MLM) [91 that allows fully dense geom-

etry to be estimated online without the aid of a GPU, bringing MAV-capable dense

monocular SLAM one step closer to viability.

The key contribution of MLM is a multi-resolution depth estimation and spatial

smoothing process that exploits the correlation between low-texture image regions

and simple planar structure to adaptively scale the resolution of the generated recon-

struction to the quality of the input imagery. Image texture and depth are highly

correlated, with texture changes typically signaling depth discontinuities that occur

around objects in the scene. We exploit this correlation by making the reasonable

assumption that low-texture image regions are approximately planar and can be ac-

curately represented with more coarsely sampled depth estimates. High-texture im-

age regions are thus represented at higher resolutions to capture fine detail, while

low-texture regions are represented at coarser resolutions for smooth surfaces. This

approach allows for significant computational savings while simultaneously increasing

reconstruction density and quality when compared to the state-of-the-art.
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Image Stream Local Mapper Pose Graph )7

SE3 Tracker - Point Cloudj

Figure 3-1: MLM Pipeline: Incoming images are first tracked in SE(3) relative to the
current keyframe using dense. direct image alignment. Tracked frames are then passed
to the Local Mapper, which estiniates a quadtree-based, imilti-resolution inverse
deptliial) using many short-baseline stereo computations. Holes in the depthmiap

are then filled before being interpolated back into the native image resolution using a

simple software rasterization procedure. When a keyfranie is finished, it is passed to a

variational regularizer which removes outliers and siooths away noise. The keyframne

is then inserted into a pose-graph defined on Sin(3) and is increnientallv aligned to

the other keyframes. Finally, the depthnaps are projected into 3D and visualized as
colored point clouds.

3.1 Algorithm Outline

This section briefly outlines the NILM dense monocular SLAM algorithm (see Fig-

ure 3-1). As a reminder, we wish to robustly estimate both the pose of a moving

monocular camera and a dense representation of the scene geometry using only the

camera's image stream. The pipeline begins with a dense, direct visual odometry

frontend (see Section 2.3.2) that tracks the camera's pose in SE(3) relative to a

past keyfrarmc (Section 3.3). Once tracked. this image is then used to refine the

inverse depthmap of the keyfranme (Section 3.4). Each keyframe is constructed us-

ing a variable-resohition data structure called a quadtree 11311 such that the depth

estimates can exploit low-spatial-frequency information and can be intelligently dis-

tributed over the keyfrane to both capture fine detail and increase density. Holes in

the variable-resolution keyfraine deptlhniap are then filled to further increase density

(Section 3.5). before the depthmiiaip is projected back to the native image scale us-

ing a triangulation and rasterization procedure (Section 3.6) for future tracking and

display. Before a new keyfraie is created, a final round of spatial regularization is

performed on the old keyfrane deptliiap) (Section 3.7). The keyfrane is then added

to a pose-graph of keyframe depthlimaps that are incrementally aligned over Sim(3)
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using a sparse nonlinear least squares solver [54] and then displayed as point clouds

(Section 3.8).

3.2 Problem Formulation

In this section we will briefly outline the notation we will use to mathematically

describe the MLM approach (Section 3.2.1) and state the dense monocular SLAM

problem that it solves (Section 3.2.2).

3.2.1 Notation

We will represent grayscale images of size m x n pixels as scalar functions defined over

a 2D domain. The "live" image at discrete time I will be represented by I : Q -+ R+,

where Q C R2 represents the image pixel domain.

We denote the pose of the current camera at time I with respect to keyframe k

(up to the unobservable global scale factor) by transform

T [ ] SE (3), (3.1)
L0 1

-T
with rotation matrix R E SO(3) and translation t E R3. We let x = xT 1 T

represent the homogeneous coordinates of vector x such that a point p, E R3 in

frame 1 can be transformed into frame k by Pk = T .

The matrix K E R3X 3 will represent the camera intrinsic parameters. The per-

spective projection function will be defined as r (x y z -= / y[/Z . The

projection of point p, E R3 into camera k is therefore given by

u = 7r(KT1p1 ), (3.2)

where the de-homogenization is implied for notational clarity. We also define the

inverse projection function p = 7r-(u, d) = la/d, which maps pixel u to 3D point p
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with inverse depth d.

We define keyframe Kk to be a tuple (S', Ik, Dk, Vk), where Dk : -- R+ is the

inverse depthmap associated with image Ik (scaled to have a mean of 1) at the base

image level, and Vk : -- R+ is the associated map of inverse depth variances. Note

that only a subset of pixels Ok c Q will have valid inverse depth estimates due to the

absence of texture information, image noise, and outliers. SW = (Tv, sk) E Sim(3)

is the pose Tw of the camera with respect to world frame W (taken to be that of the

first keyframe) with scale factor sk > 0 that scales the geometry in Dk appropriately.

We arrange the keyframes in a pose graph ! = (V, 8), where vertices V = {Kk}

is the set of keyframes and edges 8 {S E Sim(3) : Ki, K E V} is the set of

odometry factors. Each Si provides a measurement of the rigid body motion Tj and

scale factor si > 0 that aligns the point clouds 7r- 1 (Qi, Di(Qi)) and 7r-'(Qj, D,(Qj)).

The projection of all the keyframe point clouds into W will comprise our map.

3.2.2 Problem Statement

Here we state the dense monocular SLAM problem as described in Chapter 2. Given a

sequence of images I, from a moving camera, we would like to simultaneously estimate

the pose of the camera along with a map of the surrounding environment that we

represent as a graph of keyframes. Each keyframe will define an inverse depthmap

that can be projected into 3D space as a point cloud that will denote structure in the

environment. Our goal is thus to estimate online:

" The current camera pose Tk relative to the current keyframe Kk (Section 3.3)

" The inverse depthmap Dk for the current keyframe Kk (Sections 3.4 to 3.7)

" The optimal keyframe poses {Si} for keyframe graph g (Section 3.8).

While the above quantities are interdependent, we follow the parallelized approach

of PTAM [30] and decouple their computations, solving for each component in a

separate thread.
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Furthermore, we focus our attention on improving the quality of the depthmap

Dk (which in turn affects the estimates Tk and S'). State-of-the-art approaches such

as LSD-SLAM [47] only estimate depth for regions of Q with high-image gradient,

and are unable to interpolate through low-texture regions, resulting in point cloud

maps with undesirable holes (that is I I < Q I). Our primary contribution will be to

increase the fraction of each keyframe with valid depth estimates (i.e. increase JIk D,

while also increasing the accuracy of Dk, through a multi-resolution depth estimation

process using quadtrees [131].

3.3 Tracking on SE(3)

We use the coarse-to-fine image alignment method of [47] for tracking in SE(3) be-

tween keyframe Kk and the current image I,, with the addition of a global illumination

term to account for lighting variation between frames as in [132]. With the increased

density of our keyframes, we also use all available pixels for tracking, not just those

with high-image gradient at the finest image scale as in [471.

For each incoming frame I,, we estimate Tk by minimizing the following robust

nonlinear least squares objective:

r (2 T k)
E(T k) =u (3.3)~ ~2

where | is the (scalar) Huber norm defined as

2 if xI < (
||2||E = E (3.4)

Ix - otherwise.

The Huber norm is used to minimize the "staircasing" effect that is common with L1

error metrics [1261. Near zero, the Huber norm acts like a squared-L 2 cost, which

reduces the penalty for small variations. Away from zero, however, it acts like an L1

cost, which reduces the effect of outliers on the solution.
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The photometric residual rp is the pixel intensity error incurred when pixel u in

the keyframe image Ik is projected into the current image I, assuming inverse depth

Dk(u) and relative pose Ti. Its specific form is given by

rp(u, Tk) = Ik(u) - Iz(7r(Kp)) - r1/ 2  (3.5)

p = TK-lr-1(u,Dk(u)), (3.6)

where p is the projected 3D point of pixel u from the keyframe into the new frame

assuming inverse depth Dk (u). The r1 / 2 term is the median photometric residual

across all pixels and serves to remove global illumination changes from the cost [132].

If the global illumination of the scene changes between Ik and I,, the minimum pho-

tometric residual will no longer lie near zero, which can bias the solution. Removing

the median residual, however, recenters the distribution of the errors around zero.

The 0-2 k) term is the variance of the photometric residual rp obtained by

propagating the inverse depth variance Vk(u) into the residual space:

- 2U2 + (Or(u, T) \ 2
r(p,T) ODk (u) Vk(u),

where o-j is a user-set pixel intensity noise based on the characteristics of the camera.

We minimize Equation (3.3) by performing iteratively reweighted least squares

(IRLS) (sometimes known as M-estimation or robust regression), which approximates

the robust cost using a weighted nonlinear least squares objective. This approximation

is then optimized using Gauss-Newton [27]. The weights are adjusted on each iteration

such that the true, robust objective is minimized. We perform the optimization in a

coarse-to-fine fashion, with solutions at coarser levels of the image pyramid used to

initialize finer levels.

After convergence, we use the newly tracked frame (I,, Tk) to update the depthmap

Dk and variances Vk of Kk as described in the next sections.
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Ik Ik

Figure 3-2: Each keyfraine image I (left) is converted to a multi-resolution repre-

sentation ' 1Ik (right) using quadtrees [1311. I is first converted to a standard L-level

power-of-two inages pyramid "IA. If this pyramnid is interpreted as a tree structure,

clipping subtrees with similar pixcl intensities yields the qnadtree 2 I. The leaves of

this tree are then extracted to yield 'IA. This multi-resolution data structure coin-

presses low-texture regions as single pixels by representing them at a coarser image
resolution.

3.4 Depth Estimation using Quadtree Keyframes

With the pose of the current caincra relative to previous keyfraime Tk computed. the

images (Ik, It) now form a stereol pair that we use to update the inverse depthnap

Dk. We follow the depth estimation method in 1461, but perform stereo computations

at multiple inmage scales to increase the density of the deptlinap without sacrificing

speed.

The approach in 1461 may be considered a s'ingle-icuel approach because all stereo

computations are performed at a siigle image scale (the native inage resolution). As

depicted in Figure 3-3, low-texture inage regions are difficult to reconstruct using a

single image scale because low spatial frequency information is ignored. Our multi-

level approach, on the other hand. is able to estimate depth for low-texture pixels by

performing the epipolar search at coarser image scales. where low spatial frequency

information imay be leveraged to guide the matching process (see Figure 3-4).

For each stereo pair (IA.. I,) we compute standard L-level power-of-two image pyra-

mnids that we denote (L 'I,). We interpret these pyramids as tree data structures,

'Stereo in this case is across pairs of successive monocular iiages, rather than simultaneous

images froin hinocular canieras. We follow [46, 471. and others in using the tern -stereo" for this

mriouocular iinage processing.
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Ik

Keyframe Live image

Figure 3-3: Smnqle-level Depth Estimation: The depth estimation method of 146, 471
depicted above coimputes depth only for high-gradient pixels in each keyframe image

IA, which leaves undesirable holes in the reconstruction. Depth for low-texture regions

(such as the indicated pixel on the left) are not able to be estimated because no

gradient information is present in the epipolar search region in It (shown on the right

in green) to indicate a match.

Keyframe Live image

Figure 3-4: Multi-level Depth Estimation: We perform stereopsis at the image scale

appropriate for the available texture. For each keyframne IA we compute a quadtree-

comJpressed representation "I based on the pixel intensities and define an inverse

depthmap over the leaf nodes (left). For each newly tracked frame I,, we compute

its power-of-two image pyranid JI, and perform small-baseline stereo computations

between nodes il qIA and pixels in "I, at the inage scale corresponding to the given

node (right). Compare the epipolar search region in f for the highlighted low-texture

pixel with that, shown in Figure 3-3. By performing the search at a coarser image
scale. lower frequency information is available to constrain the match.
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with each parent pixel (or node) connected to four child nodes at a finer image scale.

We then transform LIk into a quadtree QIk by identifying sub-trees Of Lk with similar

pixel intensities and clipping them from the tree [131]. We extract the leaf nodes of

QIk and refer to them as I (see Figure 3-2).2 If we let I. : ÷ I+ represent

the lth image level in the full pyramid LIk, node i E q/k comprises a pixel location

ui E Qlt with intensity I(ui), where li is the pyramid level index. We then define

a corresponding inverse depthmap qDk with variances qVk and perform updates on

this representation before projecting the depths back to the full-resolution Dk (see

Section 3.6).

To update the depth qDk(i) for node i C q k, we check the magnitude of the

image gradient V 1(ui). If the magnitude falls below a threshold (e.g. 5), we skip

the update. If the gradient is sufficient, we search along the epipolar line defined

by Ti in image I for a matching pixel u* (see Figure 3-4). The number of

disparities searched along this line corresponds to the t2- inverse depth interval

induced from the prior inverse depth variance V (u,). Matches are determined using

sum-of-squared-differences (SSD) along a 5-sample window with a ratio test to ensure

a unique match.

If a match u* is found along the epipolar line, we compute the depth zi that the

association (ui, u*) induces via triangulation. We then compute a variance of for

this "measurement" according to the noise model in [461, which is composed of two

terms based on the two primary sources of error in the measurement: (1) error in

the epipolar line due to imperfect pose information and (2) error in the match ui

due to noise in the raw pixel values along the epipolar line. The new inverse depth

measurement (zi, a2) is then fused with the prior inverse depth estimate qDk(i) and

2 An equivalent construction of q~k would be to take 'k and recursively merge pixel neighborhoods
with similar intensities into single pixels defined at coarser image scales.

3 Note that the comparison is performed between the quadtree leaf nodes of the keyframe im-
age and the full image pyramid for the incoming frame. We do not need to compute a quadtree
representation for the incoming frame.
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kVa(i) via the standard Bayesian update equations:

ziGVk(i) + qDk(i)U (q Dk 0 (i) +2 (3.8)

qV q Vk-(i) +

k a(i) <-z (3.9)qVk (i) +

We also keep track of the number of successful observations for each node and do not

initiate the epipolar search if this number drops below a threshold (that is we mark

the node as "invalid").

Our approach performs a similar number of stereo computations per keyframe as

that of [46], but is able to more effectively "cover" the keyframe with inverse depth

estimates by representing lower-texture image regions with coarser resolution pixels.

We perform stereo computations at the image scale appropriate for the available

texture, by which we are able to increase the density of the keyframe depthmap Dk

after projecting the depths in qDk back to full-resolution. Image texture and depth

are highly correlated, with texture changes typically signaling depth discontinuities

that occur around objects in the scene. We exploit this correlation by making the

reasonable assumption that low-texture image regions are approximately planar and

can be accurately represented with more coarsely sampled depth estimates.

After the inverse depths for each node in the multi-level depthmap are updated,

we attempt to fill the holes in the depthmap created by invalid nodes as described in

Section 3.5.

3.5 Hole-Filling

Although the multi-level depth estimation approach described in Section 3.4 aims

to recover depth even in low-texture image regions, the epipolar search as shown

in Figure 3-4 may still fail to produce a match due to image noise and outliers,

in addition to the limitations imposed by a finite epipolar search region and finite

number of pyramid levels. If the stereo computation at node i E qIk has failed

repeatedly, however, we may still infer its depth by considering its spatial neighbors
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(leveraging the assumption that the world is smooth and that the inverse depths of

spatial neighbors are correlated). If the number of successful stereo observations for

the spatial neighbors of i exceeds a threshold, we re-initialize qDk(i) to be the mean of

the estimates of its neighbors, weighted by the variance of each estimate, and attempt

the stereo search again at the next incoming frame. This hole-filling procedure helps

to increase the density of qDk and ensure that as many pixels as possible have depth

estimates. After a round of hole-filling, we project D back to the full-resolution Dk,

as described in Section 3.6, which is then passed to the tracking frontend described

in Section 3.3.

3.6 Triangulation and Rasterization

We perform depthmap updates on the variable resolution representation qDk to enable

spatial regularization and hole filling, but need to track the next incoming image and

display point clouds using the best full-resolution keyframe depthmap we can infer

so far. Thus, at each timestep, we take the current variable resolution keyframe

depthmap qD and recover the native resolution depthmap Dk.

For each pixel u E Q at native resolution, we approximate Dk(u) by linearly inter-

polating among the depth estimates at nearby quadtree leaves in qDk using a simple

triangulation and rasterization scheme. This kind of interpolation is not strictly nec-

essary, but assigning the same depth to all full-resolution pixels corresponding to a

leaf node in qDk leads to unnecessarily quantized or "blocky" depthmaps (this is effec-

tively a piecewise constant approximation versus a piecewise linear approximation).

The interpolation scheme then raises the question of which quadtree leaves are neigh-

bors to a particular full-resolution pixel u, and we use a simple triangulation scheme

to determine the neighbors [133].

Given a triangulation of qDk, we linearly interpolate between the multi-level

depth4 estimates using software rasterization accelerated by single-instruction-multiple-

data (SIMD) instructions to fill in Dk (see Figure 3-5). We compute a new interpo-

4 Note that we linearly interpolate the depths associated with each node, not the inverse depths.
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(a) Triangulation (b) Rast erizat ion

Figure 3-5: We triangulate the locations of our iilti-resolution quadtree inverse

deptinap using a single pass ever the fill-resolution pixels (a). We then interpolate

the depth values between node locations using software rasterization to generate a

piecewise linear depth1ap (b).

lated depthinap for every unapping iteration to pass to the SE(3) tracker. However.

we use a variational regularizer described in the next section to remove outliers and

smooth away noise before Siin(3) alignment and point cloud display.

3.7 Spatial Regularization

The multi-resolution inverse depthiap 'IDA computed in Section 3.4 may be corrupted

by noise as well as outliers from false-matches that can degrade map quality. Before

we finalize a keyframe and pass its depthiiap to the pose-graph optimization backend,

we apply a variational regularizer to remove the outliers and smooth away noise (see

the overview of spatial regularization approaches in Section 2.3.3).

Assuming the quadtree-compressed keyframe image 'I. contains N nodes. we first

arrange 'Dk into a vector in R :

, =T(1) ... ( (3.10)

We then let the vector E RN leiote the regularized solution and niminmize the
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following convex objective function:

E( ) = TV( ) + AH W( - z)1, (3.11)

where TVI( ) is the Total Variation-Huber norm, A is a scale-factor that sets the

influence of the L1 data-term (in experiments set to 0.005), and W is a diagonal

weighting matrix. The Total Variation-Huber norm promotes smooth solutions while

preserving edges and the weighted L1 data-term reduces the effect of outliers in z.

The minimization of Equation (3.11) is performed using the first-order primal-dual

algorithm of 1126], which will be described shortly. While this approach is typically

implemented on a GPU [35, 37, 38], we find that when running in a separate thread

and operating on our quadtree-compressed depthmap, our version runs sufficiently

fast for real-time operation on a CPU. After a new keyframe is triggered (based on

the euclidean and angular distance to the last keyframe), we run our regularizer for a

fixed number of iterations on the outgoing depthmap before passing it to the tracker

(Section 3.3) and pose-graph optimizer (Section 3.8).5

As described in Section 2.3.3, the Total Variation-Huber norm for a continuous

(and differentiable) scalar function over the image domain f : Q --+ R is defined as

TV(f) j JVf(u) 11 du, (3.12)

where the (isotropic) multi-dimensional Huber norm is defined as

( 11112 if |xH|2 6E

xIE= (3.13)
X12 - i otherwise.

If the vector of inverse depth estimates E RN is interpreted as N point samples

of an underlying continuous function : 2- R+, the discrete analog of Equation 3.12

5We find that running the regularizer after the depth estimation process is complete produces
better results than applying the regularization in parallel, before the depths have converged.
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is given by

N

TVe( ) = E V (uj)jj,. (3.14)

Note, however, that the set of gradient vectors [V (ui) ... V (uN) E R 2 N can

be approximated as the output of a linear operator D : RN - R 2 N such that

D ~ V(U). .. V (uN)1 E R2. (3.15)

The discrete Total Variation-Huber norm can then be written as

N

TVe( ) = H [D ]j I (3.16)

=I |D Jj , (3.17)

where the last line follows a common abuse of notation (the Huber norm is applied

to each individual gradient vector in R2 , not the set of N such vectors in R2N).

If the sampling of to form were uniform over the 2D image domain Q, D

could simply be the sparse matrix that encodes the standard horizontal and vertical

forward differences:

V (ujj) [D]) (3.18)

_ i+ ,j . (3.19)

In our case, we must modify D such that the horizontal and vertical derivatives

are approximated on our variable-scale . As shown in Figure 3-6, each element of

corresponds to a square region of pixels at full-resolution. We approximate the

derivative in each direction by simply averaging the forward differences between a
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(a) Horizonital Neighbors (b) V/ertical Neighibors

Figure 3-6: Disc:rete derivative computation: We approximate the discrete derivative

at node $ in A 11miulti-level inverse depthllmap using forward-differences with the

node's (a) horizontal and (b) vertical neighbors.

node and the nodes bordering its square region:

V0(u)~~ K I 1 (3.20)

where Af"( ,) and A' (a,) (lenote the horizontal and vertical neighbors of . res)c-

tively. The differences should technically 1e weighted by their distance from u;. but

we found that it did not affect the approximation significantly. Note again that this

computation can be encoded il a, sparse imatrix operator.

The diagonal weighting matrix W diag (wv, . . . l.CN) incorporates the depth

uncertainty into the data tern and is defined as

U if no stereo match found

otherwise.

(3.21)

With this set of weights. the regularized solution will be penalized more severely for

deviating from depth estimates with low uncertainty. Iii the case where 11o stereo

match has been found for a node, the weight placed on the data term is 0, meaning
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the smoothing term will dominate.

To derive the update equations to minimize (3.11), we first compute a dual repre-

sentation of TV( ) called the convex conjugate (also known as the Legendre-Fenchel

transform) [134]. For a scalar function f : RN -+ R, the convex conjugate function

f RN -+ R is defined as

f*(q) = maxqT x - f(x), (3.22)
x

for dual variable q - RN. This operation essentially describes f in terms of its

supporting hyperplanes. Note that f* is convex (no matter the convexity of f) because

it is the pointwise maximum of a set of affine functions in q. However if f is convex

and closed (i.e. its sublevel sets are closed), then it can be reconstructed from its

conjugate function:

f (x) = maxxT q - f*(q). (3.23)
q

In this case, one can see that f is obtained by taking the conjugate of the conjugate

function f*.

The convex conjugate for the Huber norm f(x) = IxJ 1, can be derived by comput-

ing the conjugate functions for its squared-L2 and L2 components separately. Taking

the squared-L 2 component first, when IIxf1 2 < e we have

f*(q) = max qTx -- |xI 1. (3.24)

After setting the derivative of qTx - ax112 to zero, the maximum is obtained at

x* = Eq. After substituting for x, this yields

f*(q) = CqTq for I ql1 2 1. (3.25)
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Now considering the L2 component when I x|2> c, we have

f*(q) = maxqT x - flxH12 + .2
(3.26)

While qTx - I|xl 2 + E/2 is not differentiable, we may still easily reason about its

maximum. Ignoring the constant E/2 for a moment, note that if |qI 12 < 1, then the

plane defined by qTx is a supporting hyperplane of I|xI12 with the contact point at

x = 0. This implies that qTx < I|xI12 for all x E RN, with equality only attained at

x = 0, and thus

max qTx - Ilx 12 + E/2 /2.
X

(3.27)

If ||qJ|2> 1, however, then qTx can be arbitrarily greater than Ix 12 and

max qx - ||x112 + c/2 = o.
X

(3.28)

Thus the conjugate function for the L2 component when Ixl 2 > c is given by

Ef*(q) = SQ(q) + for Iq2> 1,2
(3.29)

where the indicator function 6 Q (q) for Q = {q : IIql1 2 1} is defined as

if qE Q

otherwise.
(3.30)

Now combining the conjugate functions for the squared-L 2 and L2 components we

finally have

f*(q) = 2.qq + 6Q (q),
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6Q (q) =0
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which can be used to reconstruct the Huber norm:

IIxI 1,= max qT x - Tq - (3.32)
q 2

The Total Variation-Huber norm of is simply a sum of N such functions:

N

TV() = max qi [Dx] - q 1qi - 6 Q,(qi) (3.33)

= maxqT D - EqTq - 6 Q(q) (3.34)
q 2

using the dual variable q = [qT ... qTN TE R2N and set Q = {q E R2N 11i 12

1 for i = 1, ... , N}.

Substituting this representation into the cost in Equation (3.11), our objective

can be written in primal-dual form

min max qTD + G( ) - F*(q), (3.35)

where we follow the notation of [126] and define

G( ) = I|W( - z)|11 (3.36)

F*(q) = q q + 6Q(q). (3.37)

The intuition behind the optimization approach outlined in [126] will be to perform

gradient ascent steps in q followed by gradient descent steps in . However, since

neither G nor F* is differentiable, we will need to generalize the gradient steps via

the proximal operator [135]. For a proper convex function f : R' -+ R that is also

closed, the proximal operator is defined as

1
proxj (y) = arg min f(x) + 2 -Hx- yl'. (3.38)

n 2A ss a

When f is differentiable, this operation is essentially a gradient descent step with
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step size A:

proxf (y) ~ y - AVf (x). (3.39)

Following [1261, the primal-dual update steps are then given by:

qn+1pfa,* D)qn+ = prox,, qF (q+ aqD )

(n+1 = prox.g, G  - ZD Tqn+l)

n+1 _ n+1 + 9( n+1 _ n).

(3.40)

(3.41)

(3.42)

for step sizes ac, aq > 0. The last line denotes an extragradient step with step size

0 E [0, 1].

The proximal operators for G and F* in Equation (3.35) are given pointwise by

xi - Awjag

x i + Awia

ziy

if xi - zi > Aagwj

if xi - zi < -Aagwi

if |xi - zi| < Aagwj

prox.,,G (yi)

prox aq,F* (i
1+aqE

max{1, 1 i| 112}

After convergence, we copy back to qDk and rasterize the solution to obtain

the smoothed depthmap Dk, which is then incrementally aligned with overlapping

keyframes in our pose-graph optimization backend and displayed (see Section 3.8).

3.8 Pose-graph Optimization on Sim(3)

Similar to the SE(3) tracking front-end described in Section 3.3, we use the robust

image and depth alignment method of [47] for generating constraints in our Sim(3)

pose-graph g = (V, E) in order to estimate the optimal keyframe poses S' and point

cloud.

When keyframe Kk is finalized, it is added to the vertex set V and a set of potential
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neighbor keyframes C C V \ Kk is generated through a search of predecessors in V

and an appearance-based loop-closure detector [136].

For each K E C, transforms S3, S E Sim(3) linking Kk and K are computed

using the Sim(3) tracking method described below. If S3 and S are consistent with

each other, they are added to the constraint set S. g is then refined online using a

sparse Levenberg-Marquardt least squares solver in the software package g2o [54] to

produce the optimal keyframe pose SW, which we use to project Dk into the world

frame W.

Tracking on Sim(3) is achieved using iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS)

as in Section 3.3, with the cost function from 3.3 modified to include the residual rd

between the two inverse depthmaps Dj and Dk:

S r(u, S) r2(u, Si)
E ) = 2 +r 2 (3.45)

UEQk rp (p,S') rd(p,si)

rd(u, Sj) =[P] - Dj(7r(Kp)) (3.46)

p = SK-7r-1 (u D(u)). (3.47)

Here we can see that the inverse depth residual is computed by projecting pixel u into

frame j using inverse depth Dk(u) and Sj and computing the difference between the

new inverse depth in this frame and that given by Dj. The variance for the residual is

computed by propagating the inverse depth variances through the residual function:

a s2 JkVk (u) + J? V (7r(Kp)) (3.48)

ard(u, Sj)
JA = ' (3.49)

ard(u, Sj)
J. = . (3.50)

3.9 Summary

This chapter described the MLM dense monocular SLAM algorithm in detail. MLM

maintains a map composed of a set of keyframe inverse depthmaps arranged in a
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graph. Each inverse depthmap is defined on a multi-resolution data structure called

a quadtree [1311 that allows the depth estimation process to exploit the correlation

between low-texture image regions and simple planar structure to adaptively scale the

complexity of the depthmap to the quality of the input imagery. High-texture image

regions are represented at higher resolutions to capture fine detail, while low-texture

regions are represented at coarser resolutions for smooth surfaces.

Given a live image stream, incoming images are tracked in SE(3) relative to the

current keyframe using dense, direct image alignment (Section 3.3) before being used

to refine the multi-resolution inverse depthmap of the current keyframe (Section 3.4).

Holes in the variable-resolution keyframe depthmap are then filled to further increase

density (Section 3.5), before the depthmap is projected back to the native image scale

using a triangulation and rasterization procedure (Section 3.6) for future tracking

and display. Before a new keyframe is created, a final round of spatial regularization

is performed on the old keyframe depthmap (Section 3.7). The keyframe is then

added to the graph of keyframe depthmaps that are incrementally aligned over Sim(3)

using a sparse nonlinear least squares solver [541 and then displayed as point clouds

(Section 3.8).

This approach allows for significant computational savings while simultaneously

increasing reconstruction density and quality when compared to the state-of-the-art.

A qualitative and quantitative evaluation of MLM compared to LSD-SLAM [47] will

be presented in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4

Evaluation

In this chapter, the tracking and reconstruction performance of the MLM algorithm

described in Chapter 3 is evaluated qualitatively using video captured from a hand-

held camera as well as quantitatively on publicly available benchmark datasets [1371.

The MLM implementation is based off the LSD-SLAM source code.1 All processing

was done in real time on a consumer laptop with an Intel Core i7 processor with 4

hyperthreaded cores and 8 GB of RAM. All metrics were computed using the raw

inverse depthmaps, however, a maximum depth threshold of 1-2 units2 was used for

display purposes.

4.1 Qualitative Evaluation

Several 2-4 minute video sequences were captured using a global shutter Point Grey

Firefly color camera with a resolution of 640x480 pixels and 30 Hz frame-rate. The

first small-scale sequence was recorded in a roughly 2 m2 office area and is shown

in Figure 4-la. Note the accurate reconstructions of high-texture regions around the

desk. The second sequence was recorded in a 50 m2 outdoor area near a set of benches

shown in Figure 4-1b. The final sequence was captured inside a 50 m2 laboratory test

lhttps://github.com/tum-vision/lsd-slam
2 As described in Chapter 3, the inverse depthmaps are normalized to have a mean of 1. The

scale factor of each Sim(3) keyframe pose is responsible for scaling the point clouds such that they
align in the world frame.
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(a) Desk dalaset.

Air, rMamr

(h) Rench datse .

Figure 4-1: Ne delionstrate the (lalitv of our recollstructiolls oii several dat asets
recorded usling a handheld canera: (a) shows the final point cloud inap from a small
desk scene. while (h) shows the miap froin an outdoor beeinch area. All processing was
performed in real-tine on a (o11s]miier laptop.

sp)(e aHd is shown ill Figl()m 1-2. These examples show how our imimti-level approach

is alble to ilterpolate through low-texture regionls such as the ground anld walls.
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Figure 4-2: Our multi-level depth estimation and spatial regularization process en-

ables dense poilit cloud maps to be generated online without GPU acceleration. This

point cloud was generated in real-time from approximately two minutes of 30 Hz

video around a laboratory workspace.
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Tracking Accuracy [RMSE]

Pos. [m] Angle [deg]

Dataset LSD-SLAM MLM LSD-SLAM MLM
fr2/desk 2.1 0.15 88 4.8
fr3/long_officehousehold 2.1 0.65 68 11
fr3/nostructure _texturenear _withloop 0.28 0.22 3.7 2.6
fr3/structuretexture far 0.22 0.17 2.3 0.83

Table 4.1: The addition of a robust illumination term in our SE(3) tracker, coupled
with the increased depthmap density, results in improved tracking performance. LSD-
SLAM had particular trouble with fr2/desk and fr3/long-off icehousehold and
would frequently lose track of the camera or fail to detect a loop closure, resulting in
increased error. The results for each dataset are computed across 10 trials.

4.2 Quantitative Evaluation

We ran our pipeline on four video sequences from the TUM RGB-D SLAM Bench-

marks [137], which were captured using a hand-held Microsoft Kinect 111] in a variety

of environments with pose ground truth provided by a motion capture system. We

used the depth frames as a proxy for depth ground truth and compare the perfor-

mance of MLM against LSD-SLAM [47] using a variety of metrics. We used the first

depth frame to initialize our system in order to set the global scale factor and ignored

the first 5 keyframes to screen out initialization effects while the poses and depths con-

verge. Furthermore, as both our pipeline and LSD-SLAM are heavily multi-threaded,

performance can vary from run to run based on differences in keyframe selection and

loop closure detection, so we report metrics averaged over 10 trials for each dataset.

We first evaluate the accuracy of the inverse depth estimates of the two systems

by computing the relative inverse depth error. For each valid inverse depth estimate

in each depthmap, we compute the inverse depth error relative to the corresponding

pixel from the Kinect depthmap and normalize this error by the Kinect inverse depth.

We then average this error across all pixels with depths and across all trials. As

shown in Figure 4-4, MLM's inverse depth estimates have lower relative error than

LSD-SLAM's for all four benchmark datasets.

Next, we consider the density of the inverse depthmaps. We compute the fraction
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Average Time per Mapping Update [ms]

Dataset LSD-SLAM MLM

fr2/desk 16 17
fr3/long officehousehold 13 16
fr3/nostructuretexture-_near~ withloop 12 15
fr3/structuretexture-far 14 17

Table 4.2: The multi-resolution depth estimation approach of MLM allows for signif-
icantly more depth estimates per keyframe, while maintaining real-time operation at
30 Hz. Here, the average run-time per keyframe update, including depth estimation,
hole-filling, and rasterization, over 10 trials is presented for each dataset.

of pixels in each depthmap that have inverse depth estimates that are within 10

percent of the corresponding Kinect values (in other words, we only count "accurate"

inverse depths in these tallies) and then average these values across all depthmaps

and all trials. As shown in Figure 4-5, MLM has denser (and more accurate) inverse

depthmaps than LSD-SLAM for all four datasets (see Figure 4-7 for examples of the

final reconstructions for the four datasets). Reconstructions for one of the datasets

(fr3/structure texture_f ar) are also shown in detail in Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-

6. Figure 4-3 compares the depthmap density of LSD-SLAM against MLM with the

corresponding Kinect inverse depthmap as a reference. Note that MLM is able to

accurately reconstruct the scene in the absence of gradient information. Figure 4-

6, in turn, shows how the increased density of each individual depthmap leads to a

higher-fidelity point cloud across all keyframes.

The increased reconstruction density of the MLM keyframes also allows for more

accurate pose estimates as shown in Table 4.1. With denser, more accurate keyframe

depthmaps (in addition to a robust global illumination term), MLM achieves lower

tracking error in both position and orientation than LSD-SLAM for all datasets con-

sidered.

These improvements come without significantly increasing runtime relative to

LSD-SLAM as shown in Table 4.2. By leveraging image data from both high and

low spatial frequencies, MLM is able to estimate denser, more accurate reconstruc-

tions and more accurate poses with nearly the same runtime as LSD-SLAM.
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(a) Keyfra ii ageW. (b) Kinect inverse depinmap.

(c) LSD-SLAM (d) NILM

Figure 4-3: Our algoritlin significantly increases the innni-ber of accurate inverse depth
estimates per keyfranie compared to LSD-SLAM 1471, a state-of-the-art algorithm
for semili-dellse imiomocular SLAM. Here we compare inverse depthlnaps for a sill-

gle keyframne from LSD-SLAM (c) and MILM (d) on a publiclv available benchmark
dataset It137j. The correspoinding color image for the kevfrane is shown in (a) and

the Kinmect inverse deptlimiap used as groniid truth is shown in (b). Green indicates

near depths and ule indicates far depths. Note the increased recoist rlitioni (eisity
and quality of MLM when comipared to LSD-SLANI.
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Figure 4-4: For each keyframe, we compute the inverse depth error relative to the

corresponding value from the Kinect across all pixels with valid estimates. The results

from each dataset are averaged across all keyframnes and across 10 trials and are

displayed above each bar. Our multi-level approach achieves more accurate depth

estimates on all four datasets.
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Figure 4-5: We compute the fraction of pixels in each keyframe with inverse depth

estimates that are within 10 percent of the corresponding values from the Kinect depth

frames. The results for each dataset are averaged across all keyfranes and across

10 trials and are displayed above each bar. Our multi-level approach significantly

increases the number of accurate inverse depths per keyframe.
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(1) MILN Point Cloud.

Figure 4-G: Here we compare the final point clouds from LSD-SLAM (a) and ILM

(h) on a puliely available bechiniark dataset It1371. Note how ILM is able to

intelligently l ilterpolate depth information through low text ure regions.
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(a) L.SD-SLAM Point Cloud.
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(a) fr12 dlesk (b) fr3 long office household

4U

(c) fr3 nostruct. tex nearw.l. (d) fr3 st rutcture texture far

Figure 4-7: We validate our monocular SLAM pipeline on publicly available bench-

mark datasets captured using a Microsoft Kinect 11371, which demonstrates our algo-
rithm's ability to produce dense reconstructions through low-texture image regions.
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4.3 Discussion

The results of the previous section show that MLM is able to significantly improve

upon the state-of-the-art in CPU-only monocular SLAM in terms of both recon-

struction accuracy and density by intelligently distributing computational resources

to image regions with high-texture while estimating low-texture regions at coarser

resolutions.

The increased inverse depthmap density, coupled with global illumination com-

pensation, also improves tracking performance in both position and orientation. Note

that the benchmark videos in [137] are challenging for pure monocular SLAM systems

due to the automatic settings (gain, exposure, brightness, etc.) and rolling shutter

of the Kinect's RGB camera as well as camera motion. LSD-SLAM had particu-

lar trouble with the first two datasets (fr2/desk and fr3/long-off icehousehold)

and frequently lost track of the camera or failed to detect a loop closure, leading to

increased tracking error over the 10 trials.

MLM appears to generate the best reconstructions across the different datasets

when the geometric structure is mainly planar and fronto-parallel, as in the lab-

oratory workspace (Figure 4-2), fr3/nostructuretexture-nearwithloop, and

fr3/structuretexture_far. This is most likely because these scenes play to the

strengths of the variational regularizer described in Section 3.7, which biases the

inverse depthmaps to be piecewise constant.

Fine geometric structure (e.g. the tree in Figure 4-1b) and depth discontinuities

(e.g. the desk lamps in Figure 4-la) are not reconstructed as cleanly, however. Fine

geometric structure may be problematic because the depth signal from these regions

may fall below the noise floor dictated by the sensor noise and texture strength,

encouraging more false-matches. Depth discontinuities appear to be smeared in some

cases, suggesting the regularization strength is too high. Weighting the regularizer

by the image gradient (as done in [35]) may help in these cases.
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Chapter 5

Adaptive Depth Meshing

This chapter presents an alternative dense reconstruction method to the multi-resolution

approach of MLM discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. MLM is able to produce

dense reconstructions by varying the detail of the geometry based on the available

image texture. Since low-texture image regions do not carry significant depth sig-

nal and are often correlated with simple geometric structure, MLM represents these

regions with more coarsely sampled depth estimates, allowing it to generate dense

inverse depthmaps with the speed of semi-dense methods.

MLM, however, always represents high-texture image regions with finely sampled

depth estimates - even if the corresponding geometry is actually simple. Consider,

for example, a floor covered with highly textured carpet or tiles. Although the number

of depth estimates needed to accurately reconstruct the floor is quite small (e.g. the

four corners of the room), MLM will run an expensive epipolar search for every pixel

with high gradient across the floor. The approach discussed in this chapter, however,

directly adapts the reconstruction to the estimated scene geometry such that simple

geometric structures are efficiently represented with only a small number of depth

estimates that can be estimated quickly, no matter the texture.

The intuition behind the method is that given the computational load of depth

estimation, SWaP constrained platforms should carefully choose which pixels to es-

timate depth for so as to not waste resources on points which add no value to the

overall reconstruction. This approach was inspired by the recent work of [138], which
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Algorithm 1 Update depthmesh with new image.

1: function UPDATEDEPTHMESH(Vk-, Tk, Ik)
2: // Update each vertex.
3: for vi E Vk-i do
4: // Track vertex into new frame.
5: v- <- TRACK(vi, TIk)
6:
7: 7/ Compute depth using track history.
8: (zi, o) <- DEPTH(U- , hi)
9:

10: 7/ Fuse depth.
11: (a? o) +- FUSE(( ,_, 0-2), (Zi, 0-))
12: end for
13:
14: /7 Refine mesh.
15: Vk <- REFINEMESH(Vk)
16: end function

estimates a semi-dense disparity map from stereo images, iteratively refining the map

by adding new disparity estimates where the matching fit is poor.

The approach presented in this chapter robustly tracks high gradient pixels be-

tween consecutive frames using semi-dense optical-flow based technique that allows

for wide-baseline depth measurements (Section 5.2). These high-gradient pixels are

then interpreted as the vertices of a dense, piecewise linear, triangular depthmesh

(Section 5.3) that is iteratively refined to capture the geometry of the scene with

a small number of vertices (far fewer than either MLM or LSD-SLAM [47]) (Sec-

tion 5.4), which may result in a significant speedup over the state-of-the-art. For

now, we assume that the camera poses are known and concentrate on the depth

estimation problem exclusively.

5.1 Algorithm Outline

The main update routine for the approach is summarized in Algorithm 1. Given an

image sequence Ik : Q -+ R+ (over image domain Q c R2) from a moving camera

with known pose T' E SE(3) in world frame W, at each timestep k we wish to
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estimate the inverse depthmap Dk : Q -+ R+, which we will approximate using a

piecewise-planar, triangular, inverse depth mesh. The vertices of the mesh will be

denoted by Vk. Each vertex vi C Vk is defined at a pixel location ui E Q in the

current frame and at locations hi {uj} for past frames j < k, with an inverse

depth estimate i E R+ and inverse depth variance o- E 2R. Assuming that the

scene geometry is smooth, we produce a dense inverse depthmap that approximates

the scene by linearly interpolating the inverse depths between the mesh vertices.

For each new tracked image (Ik, Tn), the vertices from the previous timestep

Vkl are tracked into the new image using a Lucas-Kanade-style 176] least squares

optimization. The inverse depth estimate for each vertex is subsequently updated

based on the result of this tracking. A wide-baseline depth measurement zi with

uncertainty o-. is then produced for each vertex vi using a past vertex location using

the history hi. The noisy measurement is then fused with the vertex's inverse depth

estimate using a standard Bayesian update as in MLM [9] and LSD-SLAM [46, 471

(see Section 3.4). Finally, the updated vertex set is refined by adding new vertices

where the reconstruction fit is poor.

5.2 Pixel Tracking

For each vertex vi E Vkl, we first predict where its corresponding pixel ui projects

into the new image Ik given the current inverse depth estimate i and the current

pose TW:

U_- = 7r(KT w TW _ K-'(-i / i)), (5.1)

where u; is the predicted location.

We next refine u; by minimizing the following nonlinear least squares cost function

along the epipolar line ei C R2 (see Section 2.3.1):

E(A) (Ik(ui- + v + eiA) - Ik_1(Ui - v)) 2 + 2A2 (5.2)
VEW
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where the v E VV are an equally spaced window of samples along the epipolar line and

A c R is the amount that u7 moves along the epipolar line (usually called the optical

flow). In addition to constraining the pixel motion to lie along ej, the second term in

Equation (5.2) also regularizes the motion, with the regularization strength governed

by the vertex's inverse depth variance a?. The more confident that an inverse depth

estimate is (i.e. the lower the variance), the more costly large pixel motions become.

We optimize Equation (5.2) iteratively using the inverse compositional Lucas-

Kanade formulation [139, 140]. Given a current estimate of the motion A (initially

zero), we find the optimal increment 6 that minimizes

E(6) = 2 Z (Ik_1(ui - v + ej6) - Ik(ui + v + ejAO2
yEW 1(5.3)

+ (A + 6)2.

Note that the roles of I and Ik-i are reversed in the inverse compositional formulation

so that the Hessian of the cost function does not need to be computed at every

iteration 1911.

We optimize _ by performing coarse-to-fine Gauss-Newton steps by linearizing

Ik_1(ui + v + ei6) about 6 = 0:

Ik-1(ui + v + ej6) r Ik-_1(ui + v) VIk1(ui - v)ei6, (5.4)

and solving the linear system induced by substituting this approximation into Equa-

tion (5.3) for the optimal motion increment 6. This increment is then used to update

the gross motion A +- A - 6. (Note the sign difference of the increment 6 with the

inverse compositional formulation.)

Once the optimization has converged, we update the pixel location of the vertex

ui <- u7 + ejA and update the the inverse depth accordingly to obtain the predicted

estimate ( , 2-). We will denote this predicted vertex by v-.
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I5
Match between consecutive
frames

14

I3
Given match, estimate depth using
past frame with largest baseline

I2

Ii

Figure 5-1: The scenario depicted above shows a pixel (green) tracked between a
succession of images. Tracking is facilitated by leveraging small baseline images. For
example, between 14 and 15. On the other hand, wide-baseline depth estimation is
enabled by leveraging comparison inmages further into the past, such as I5 and Ii.

5.3 Depth Estimation and Fusion

With the vertex 07 tracked into the current Ik, we compute a new wide-baseline

depth measurement zj by triangulating u- with the oldest pixel uj" in the history of

detections hi.

We then compute a measurement variance o2 for this value using the noise model
Z'

in [47], and fuse (zi, o4 ) with ( -' o-) using a standard Bayesian update:

u (- + oz
( of + (2  (5.5)

( 1 1 \I
J \Jh + ) (5.6)

before setting the updated vertex ci.

Estimating inverse depths in this manner allows the pixel association problemi to

be decoupled from the actual depth computation (see Figure 5-1). Pixel association

or tracking is typically more robust when the baseline between the two images is small

(because the images are miore similar), while depth estimation is typically more robust

when the baseline is large (because it allows for better triangulation). By separating
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(a) Vertices (b) Triangulat ion (c) Rasterization

Figure 5-2: A dense depthinap is computed from a sparse set of vertices . (a). A

triangular mesh of the vertices is coniputing using a Delainay triangulation that

maxinizes the minimum angle across all triangles (h). The inverse depths inside the

convex hull of vertices are computed by interpolating between the inverse depth of

the vertices using a sninple rasterization scheme.

the two tasks, we cani associate pixels using a smnall-baselille comparison image (i.e.

the previous frame). but triangulate using a wide-baseline comparison image (i.e. the

oldest element in the history).

5.4 Mesh Refinement

With the updated vertex set VA., we now mesh the vertices (Section 5.4.1) and reg-

ularize the inverse depth estimates using the connectivity of the niesh assuming the

scene geonmetry is siooth (Section 5.4.2). Finally, new vertices are added to the mesh

in areas that are not well reconstructed (Section 5.4.3).

5.4.1 Delaunay Triangulation

We use the open-source library Triangle 11411 to compute a Dclaunay triagjulation

of the vertices VA,. A t'rricgjuiatiorT of a set of 2D points partitions the convex hill

of the points into triangular regions such that the corners of the triangles lie at

the points. The set of such triangles is typically called a 'mesh. Triangulations are

not unique |1331. The Delaunav triangulation 11421 generates triangles such that

the mimimun angle across all the triangles in the mesh is maximized (i.e. 'skinny"

triangles are discouraged). Once the inverse deptli vertex set Vh, is triangulated, we
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linearly interpolate the inverse depths inside each triangle using a simple rasterization

scheme to achieve a dense depthmap Dk (see Figure 5-2).

5.4.2 Regularization

In order to smooth the inverse depths and remove outliers we use a simple two-stage

approach. First, gross outlier inverse depths are removed by applying a median filter

to each vertex vi E Vk using its neighbors computed by the Delaunay triangulation.

More specifically, for each vertex vi, we fetch the inverse depths of its neighbors

based on the triangulation. If the inverse depth estimate i is far from the median

value of the neighbors, we replace i with the median, otherwise we leave the value

untouched. We then apply a low-pass filter using the same approach: we replace the

depth estimate ci for vertex vi with the mean of its neighbors.

5.4.3 Mesh Augmentation

New vertices are added to the mesh at each iteration of the algorithm while respecting

a user-defined density parameter p C (0, 1). Small p will reduce the density of vertices

in the mesh, while large p will increase the density. The specific value is set to maintain

real-time operation.

To add vertices, we first create a binary mask of the current depthmap using the

current vertex set Vk. If an N x N region of pixels contains a vertex, the region will be

set to false. We then detect FAST corners and high-gradient pixels in the uncovered

regions at multiple image levels and initialize a vertex at the detected location with

probability p.

New vertices are also added based on the matching cost generated by the depthmap

Dk induced by Vk. For each pixel u C Q that is not a vertex and has a depth in Dk,

we compute the sum-of-squared differences between a window of pixels around u in

Ik and around the projection of u into the previous frame assuming depth Dk(u). If

the matching cost exceeds a threshold, we add it to the vertex set with probability p.
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5.5 Preliminary Results

We present preliminary qualitative reconstruction results using the

fr3/structuretexture_f ar dataset from the TUM RGB-D SLAM benchmarks [137]

with ground truth pose estimates from a motion capture system. Our implementation

is written in C++. All results were produced on a consumer desktop with an Intel

Core 17 processor with 4 hyperthreaded cores and 16 GB of RAM.

Figure 5-3 shows a snapshot of the algorithm at a particular point in the dataset

using p = 0.001 and 5 pyramid levels for tracking. The input image is shown in

the upper left, while the tracked vertices Vk are shown in the upper right. The

colors correspond to track age, with red points indicating new tracks that have yet to

converge. The result of the Delaunay triangulation is shown in the bottom left and

the dense interpolated inverse depthmap is shown in the bottom right. The colormap

indicates depth, with blue indicating far depths and green indicating near depths.

Note the completeness of the depthmap, despite the fact that the number of vertices

tracked ranges from 1500 to 2500, which is an order of magnitude fewer than that of

MLM [9] and LSD-SLAM [47].

Figure 5-4 shows the resulting point cloud induced from the dense inverse depthmap

for this instance in time and compares it to the final point cloud from MLM. Note

the reduced outliers and noise in the reconstruction due to the implicit regulariza-

tion afforded by the mesh, as well as the comparable reconstruction density. With

additional improvements, this approach should offer dense reconstructions with sig-

nificantly lower computational requirements than the state-of-the-art.
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Figure W-3: We show preliiniiiary qualitative recOstrlictioll results oi 1 plih(clv
available beflnlluark dataset 1137. (a) shoxws the live linage at this pjoit in the
dataset. (1) shows the tracked niesli vertices V' colred by track age (red indicates

a yN )ig track). The Delaunay triangulation of the vertices is depicted li (c). The

dense inverse deptlIniap (b)lie iIndicates far. greenl indicates iar) induced bly the

triangulation is shown in (d). Note the coiijpleteiless and fidelity of the deptlllap

despite I le siinall innhber of vertices tracked (1 5)(M-2500). an 0der of liagnit llde lower

than MLM 191 aiid LSD-SLAM 1471.
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5.6 Discussion

The adaptive depth meshing algorithm described in the previous sections is a promis-

ing approach to dense reconstruction that intelligently balances reconstruction den-

sity and fidelity with the number of stereo computations. Additional work is needed,

however, to make the pixel tracking more efficient and depth fusion more robust. Al-

though the point cloud shown in Figure 5-4 is encouraging, there are slight biases in

the depth estimates (e.g. the poster on the floor) that can most likely be corrected.

For example, the depth noise model can be augmented to account for outlier mea-

surements directly as in [45]. The biases could also be due to errors in the input poses

such that the image textures are not correctly aligned. Refining the incoming poses

using the current mesh (such that the map and poses are consistent) could reduce

this effect. A more intelligent regularization scheme based on total variation could

also be employed to increase the map fidelity, although some care would need to be

taken in order to apply it directly to the mesh representation. More work is also

needed to generalize the reconstruction performance to disparate datasets, minimize

the computational load to run on low-SWaP hardware, and evaluate the accuracy of

the approach.

Further computational savings could also be made by not only augmenting the

mesh for regions with high photometric error, but also pruning vertices from the

mesh that are redundant. Most environments may be accurately described with only

a small number of 3D points that correspond to the corners of the geometric structure.

The pixels that these points project to can be thought of the minimal set of vertices

needed to accurately reconstruct the environment. The mesh refinement method

described could be modified such that the vertices tracked are whittled down to only

this minimal set. In addition to the increased efficiency that this would provide,

it would also add additional smoothness benefits from the implicit regularization

afforded by the mesh. A machine learning approach could also be employed to learn

which 2D pixels in the input imagery correspond to this minimal set of 3D points,

which may make the approach robust to different types of imagery and camera motion.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Despite the rapid progress in real-time monocular SLAM over the last several years,

state-of-the-art approaches are either too computationally expensive, too limited in

scale, or too geometrically sparse to be successfully used for high-speed MAV naviga-

tion. This thesis presented research that addresses some of these shortcomings and

allows fully dense geometry to be estimated with the speed, efficiency, and scale of

semi-dense methods.

A novel dense monocular SLAM algorithm called Multi-Level Mapping (MLM) [9]

was presented in Chapter 3 that allows dense 3D geometry to be estimated online

without the aid of a graphics processing unit (GPU). The key contribution is a multi-

resolution depth estimation and spatial smoothing process that exploits the corre-

lation between low-texture image regions and simple planar structure to adaptively

scale the complexity of the generated reconstruction to the quality of the input im-

agery. High-texture image regions are represented at higher resolutions to capture fine

detail, while low-texture regions are represented at coarser resolutions for smooth sur-

faces. This approach allows for significant computational savings while simultaneously

increasing reconstruction density and quality when compared to the state-of-the-art.

MLM was evaluated in Chapter 4 both qualitatively on hand-held camera data,

as well as quantitatively on publicly available benchmark datasets [137]. The quan-

titative analysis shows that MLM improves upon the state-of-the-art in CPU-only

monocular SLAM in terms of both tracking and mapping performance. MLM pro-
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duced more accurate pose estimates than LSD-SLAM [47] across all datasets. It also

significantly increased the accuracy and density of the produced depthmaps without

sacrificing speed, leading to higher-fidelity reconstructions produced online.

Preliminary qualitative results were also presented for an adaptive meshing tech-

nique in Chapter 5 that may further reduce the computational requirements for fully

dense monocular SLAM. The intuition behind the approach is that it is much more

efficient to check whether a depth hypothesis is supported by the available imagery

than it is to actually compute the correct depth. To that end, we maintain a piecewise-

linear dense depth mesh whose vertices comprise a subset of the high image gradient

pixels. At each frame, the mesh is refined by computing the stereo matching cost for

each pixel in the dense depthmap induced by the mesh. Vertices are then added to

the mesh where the interpolated depthmap poorly fits the input imagery, such that

depths are only computed for those pixels that are needed to represent the geometry

in the scene, which offers a significant computation speedup that brings MAV-capable

dense monocular SLAM one step closer to viability.
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